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Melbourne’s forgotten movie studio

J

Melbourne writer and filmmaker Ralph Marsden unreels a little-known chapter in the JCW story.

ust over 13 years before the Comedy

directories of the time and seems to have

Coppin’s Olympic Theatre (‘the Iron Pot’)

Theatre first opened its doors, the

been overlooked by later researchers, the

was built here in 1855 but was converted

south-east corner of Exhibition

JCW Studio flourished briefly from April 1915,

into a dance hall three years later and

and         Lonsdale Streets was occupied

with an output of 10 feature films plus a number

finally became a Turkish baths. Fire

by a primitive, single storey wood and

of shorts.

destroyed the building in 1866 and it wasn’t

fibro-cement building with a glass roof and

The site had already enjoyed a long and

until 1894 that entertainment returned in

glass walls: the J.C.Williamson Film Studio.

varied entertainment history, beginning

the form of circuses, the location becoming

Although it goes unmentioned in Melbourne

with Rowe’s American Circus in 1852.

known as ‘The Australian Hippodrome’. *

Production in progress in a Philadelphia (USA) silent film studio. Although no
photographs of it are known to exist, JCW’s Melbourne studio would have been similar.

as perfect for a modern playhouse. This

pass. What will probably happen, however,

photographed there under the direction of

J.C.Williamson studio was a four-reel

Hollywood’s most successful silent film

Dramatic Company was leaseholder from

would be ideal for more intimate offerings

is that on the return of Hugh J. Ward (one

English stage producer Harry B. Burcher.

(approximately one hour) version of George

directors. His later productions showcased such

1906 to 1910. By early 1908 the site had also

than the spectacular melodramas and

of JCW’s directors) The Firm will film a

Punch carried a pictorial feature on the

M. Cohan’s comic play Get-Rich-Quick

talents as Douglas Fairbanks, Rudolph

begun to attract interest from rival

musical comedies then occupying their

number of its plays and send them on tour in

Saturday morning shoot of the period film

Wallingford, starring Cohan’s brother-in-law

Valentino, Greta Garbo, Barbara La Marr,

entrepreneurs; according to Board of Health

larger theatres.

the smalls hitherto not reached by any

within the play, Napoleon and the Miller’s

Fred Niblo. Born in Nebraska, USA, Niblo

Lillian Gish and Norma Talmadge.

Daughter, with Charles Workman and

first came to Australia with his wife,

Edward I. Cole with his Bohemian

files, Cole had received separate offers to

The Firm first announced plans for a

properly equipped dramatic company.’2

The high point of his career was attained in

sublet the property from J.C.Williamson and

‘Williamson Theatre’ for comedy productions

Dorothy Brunton in the title roles:

Josephine Cohan, in 1912. They co-starred

1925 with the MGM epic Ben-Hur starring

Bland Holt. Williamson wanted to ‘...make

here in July 1913. This was to be a memorial

months before acting—a slight added

‘Surrounded by an interested crowd, the

in a series of light comic vehicles, often

Ramon Novarro.

this place into a large scenery store...’, to

to their founder, James Cassius Williamson,

incentive coming in December 1914 with

actors and actresses went through their

written by George M. and, during a twice-

quote a Cole letter to the Board of Health

who had died in Paris earlier that month.

the introduction of a Commonwealth

parts, not under the limelight, but in the

extended three-year stay, became The

effort was rushed, however: Lincoln’s scenario is

dated 9 February 1908, but negotiations

According to press reports in The Age and
The Argus,1 plans had been commissioned

Government import duty on all overseas-

broad light of day, while the operator
turned the handle...’3

Firm’s most popular ever importations.

said to have been prepared in a few days and,

Josephine Cohan, frequently incapacitated

although The Firm had tried to hire an

evidently broke down.

In fact, JCW held fire for a further nine

produced films. The Firm was again goaded,

Everything about this first humble Australian

from architects Kent and Budden of Sydney

late in January 1915, by Melbourne screenings

The Hawklet confided: ‘The JCW Ltd

by the heart trouble which caused her

experienced American director, it was probably

mid-1909, after which he sublet to a number

and William Pitt of Melbourne. Although

of The Sign of the Cross with William Farnum.

have taken possession of the old Hippodrome

premature death in July 1916, was often

pressure of time that resulted in Lincoln, then

of short term entertainments, including a

building was announced to start ‘almost

The Wilson Barrett play on which this film

site on Exhibition Street, opposite Her

forced to relinquish her ingénue roles to

Niblo, being appointed, as the Niblos were

picture show, live theatre and rodeo.

immediately’, nothing was done before the

was based had been an outstandingly

Majesty’s Theatre, for the sole purpose of

West Australian born Enid Bennett, who also

booked to sail from Sydney for San Francisco

declaration of war in August 1914 threatened

popular vehicle for their matinée idol Julius

on 5 June.

Knight.

building a studio, etc. for the developing of
films of their productions...’4 The Bulletin

took over when filming of the plays began,

the economic outlook, thus halting the project.

Cole’s company continued to perform until

The property now also caught the eye of
the colourful promoter Hugh D. McIntosh,

early in April 1915.
Location shooting was evidently under

Most of the filming seems to have been

Decisive action was essential: while

reported: ‘The Firm will film some of the

circuit. McIntosh took out a lease in April 1910

were coming in the shape of American film

injunctions against further screenings of The

Niblo and Julius Knight shows in its own

way as early as 9 April, as a Hawklet item

in the studio was slotted in between the Niblo

and commissioned plans from architect Frank

versions of plays to which The Firm held

Sign of the Cross were granted, a ‘Notice of

studio, and a Yankee picture-play producer

records: ‘Forty supers, under the guidance of

Company rehearsing a new play at the Theatre

Stapley for a large two-level octagonal-shaped

Australasian performance rights: the film

Intent to Build’ dated 29 March 1915 was

has been engaged to instruct the companies

Mr Will Lincoln, created a surprise at the

Royal (where the Bourke Street Target store

stadium for boxing matches. Although the

Sealed Orders with J. Warren Kerrigan had

lodged with Melbourne City Council (there

now stands) in the mornings and performing

opened in Sydney in May 1914, during the

was no compulsory submission of plans at

how to make Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford,
etc., interesting in a silent potted form.’5

Junction Hotel, St Kilda, last Friday. They

plans, dated 18 November 1910, were lodged

the current play there at night. Niblo would

with the Board and the site was again leased

run of JCW’s stage production of a popular

this time). A.W.Purnell, acting as architect

The studio seems to have been completed

were being filmed for scenes in Get-RichQuick Wallingford....’7 W.J.Lincoln, a former

to a McIntosh company in October 1911, the

melodrama of the same name. The Firm

and builder, was to construct a ‘wood and

within a few weeks and the same paper noted

stage actor and playwright, was the most

Dudley, and his assistant stage manager, Dick

building was never begun.

had been forced to seek an injunction to

fibro-cement studio’ with work to commence

that The Firm had ‘...fixed up its cinema

prominent of the pioneer writer-directors then

Shortland, with cinematography by French-

prevent further screenings, while the question

on that date on land at the south-east corner

studio, Pathé system ...It is a simple affair,

at work in Melbourne. Lincoln had

born, Melbourne-based, Maurice Bertel. Bertel

of copyright was debated.

of Exhibition and Lonsdale Streets, of which

just a wooden shed with two sides and the
roof of glass.’6 The glass roof and walls

completed some 18 films up to the time he

was the cameraman on all but two of the 10

The Firm was now the owner. The total

was hired by J.C.Williamson Ltd as screenwriter

features produced at the JCW studio.

and initially, perhaps, as director.

who would later control the Tivoli vaudeville

It’s quite possible that McIntosh’s ambitions
outreached his resources; it’s also possible
these ambitions reignited Williamson’s interest

Meanwhile, threats of a different kind

This case may well have given rise to the

completed in little more than a fortnight. Work

have been assisted by his stage manager, Maurice

in the property, for within a short time The

idea of JCW venturing into film production

estimated cost of the building seems to have

were an essential feature of studios at this

Firm had acquired the lease. Aside from

for itself. That this was public knowledge by

been £66.6.6—little more than $5000 in

time, as daylight was the primary source of

thwarting McIntosh’s threatened incursion

mid-1914 is made clear by an item in the

today’s currency.

illumination for the interior sets. The harsh

Australian Film 1900-1977, Lincoln’s career

town who are unwittingly turned into honest

opposite their august Her Majesty’s Theatre,

Adelaide paper, The Green Room: ‘Melbourne

sunlight was diffused either by use of frosted

was beginning to be affected by alcohol and

businessmen. It is evident that there were early

The Firm obviously saw the prominent corner

theatrical people and picture showmen are

for a film studio may well have originated

glass, or by muslin drapes strung across clear

it seems likely that, at an early stage, Fred

reservations about the film’s box office prospects as

still discussing the proposed entry of the

late in 1914 when, on 5 December, motion

glass to give a soft, even light to the scenes

Niblo himself took over direction of Wallingford.

it was among the last of the JCW series to be

From below: JCW’s Screenart logo.

J.C.Williamson firm into the film business,

picture inserts for JCW’s stage musical

being shot.

Fred Niblo and Enid Bennett in

but, from all accounts, it may not come to

comedy The Girl on the Film were

The idea of using the cleared corner site

The first production from the

According to Pike and Cooper’s

Although a film-making novice at this
time, Niblo was destined to become one of

Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford was a comedy
about two con men working a small American

released, having its Melbourne première on 21
February 1916 at the Paramount Theatre in
Bourke Street. Of the Sydney screenings

Officer 666 (1916).
Enid Bennett and Fred Niblo in
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford (1916).
Fred Niblo in a studio portrait.
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 The Theatre Magazine reported: ‘...the picture

Starr–and shooting proceeded over a period

a 1923 version of Within the Law, with

was followed with interest by a large audience;

of two to three weeks from late August to

Norma Talmadge in the leading role.

but with little of the amusement and enthusiasm
evoked by the same comedy on the stage.’9

early September 1915.
‘Never at any time in her career has

Although it seems to have done only
moderate business in other state capitals,

Muriel Starr worked so hard as during last

Within the Law proved quite popular in

nothing of the film survives. A major defect

week in Melbourne’, Table Talk recorded,

Melbourne and country Victoria; A Hawklet

in the play’s adaptation to the silent screen

quoting a JCW press release. ‘The mornings

paragraph records it ‘...attracting crowded

seems to have been the loss of the wisecracking
dialogue. Theatre again: ‘Mr Niblo manages

have been given up to acting Mary Turner in houses in the Victorian provinces. Rupert
Foyle...secured the rights to exhibit this
Within the Law before the cinematograph in

to make the magnetism of his smile and

the J.C.Williamson studio...The afternoons

movie in the Victorian towns for £700. To

personality felt on the film as on the stage,

have been devoted to rehearsals of Under

show the value of this picture a royalty of £8

though one misses his cheerful Yankee

Cover which is now being staged at the

voice...Miss Bennett is too saccharine...She is

Theatre Royal. At night Miss Starr enacted

per night is charged every time it is displayed
in the suburbs’.22 The film was also well

a very pretty girl...but her sweetness...is almost

the trying role of Mrs Harding in The Law of
the Land ...’17.

Apart from some production stills,

cloying.’ Enid Bennett travelled with the
Niblos to the USA, became popular in
Hollywood films and married Niblo after
Josephine Cohan’s death.
Within a few days of finishing Wallingford the
Niblo company were hard at work on their
second film: another adaptation of a George
M. Cohan play, Officer 666, a comedy about
a New York millionaire’s plans to thwart the
theft of his priceless collection of paintings.
The results of their efforts can be seen in the
only surviving (albeit incomplete) print, held
by the National Film and Sound Archive.
Officer 666 was, perhaps, a slight
improvement on the first film, with a little
more time and trouble taken on location work
at a suburban mansion and gardens. When

Clockwise from top left:

Within the Law also contained a good deal

The Girl on the Film: Producer Harry B.

of location shooting: Buckley and Nunn’s

Burcher suggests a pose to C.H.Workman,
as Napoleon.
British born actor Frank Harvey, who made
his directorial début with Within Our Gates

wrote for Cinesound in the 1930s.
toured Australia in Within the Law on stage

Picture research: Dr Mimi Colligan

with an Australian setting was planned at one

emporium scene...in which the lace-stealing

stage, for The Winner records: ‘Mr W.J.Lincoln

episode occurs,’ according to a Winner item,

is now at work preparing the scenarios, and

least some interior scenes were shot at JCW’s

Maria’ was staged outside a suburban church

Melbourne studio.
stage actor Frank Harvey, who later wrote and

For Australia was another story about German

and quickly attracted attention: ‘The

spies, this time set in Sydney and on an

congestion of the crowd necessitated the

uncharted Pacific island. The scenario also

actors moving on, and finding another

called for a depiction of the capture and
destruction of the German warship Emden by

the camera returns to the studio, however,

of a visit to Hollywood by Francis W. Thring,

acted in a number of Cinesound features of

the action of the play is simply recorded in

then managing director of the distribution

the 1930s as well as for local stage and radio.

Of the four stage adaptations filmed by

static, arbitrarily framed medium shots. The

company J.C.Williamson Films. Thring had

Cinematography was shared between Maurice

players perform against cramped, canvas

encountered Fred Niblo directing his wife,

Bertel and Monte Luke, a former actor and

walled sets, with very few explanatory titles
to convey dialogue properly, or plot details.

Enid Bennett, in a Paramount feature. Recalling stills photographer for The Firm, who was
the making of his first two films in Australia, soon to play a key role at the JCW studio.

The film’s strengths are in the performances

‘Mr Niblo laughingly admitted the crudity of

of Fred Niblo, debonair and amusing, and
Enid Bennett, a petite, graceful beauty with
naturalistic interpretation as the ingénue.

production of a second war movie which

The company wasn’t so lucky when another seems to have been shot in three to four weeks,
from mid-September to early October 1915.
episode involving ‘an old fashioned Black

locality...’, The Theatre Magazine reported19.

large expressive eyes who gives a relatively

however, and The Firm instead embarked on

The Lone Hand.12 It’s more than likely that at

Within Our Gates was directed by British
The Herald of 1 March 1919 carried a report

It seems that a second Muriel Starr film

store in Bourke Street was used for ‘the big

noticed the camera man, and realised that it
was merely a moving picture scene.’18

American actress Muriel Starr. In 1913 she

cinematographer Maurice Bertel.

1 April 1918.

director Monte Luke will endeavour to persuade
arrest outside the store: ‘The incident was gone Miss Muriel Starr to play leading woman.’23
through so quickly that few of the onlookers Nothing more was heard of the project,

Australian stage and radio, and acted and

For Australia: Producer Monte Luke (left) with

revival at the Star Theatre, Melbourne, from

which also recorded the filming of the shopgirl’s

(1915). He enjoyed a long career on

and in 1916 starred in JCW’s film version.

enough remembered to be given a three day

the Australian cruiser HMAS Sydney in

JCW it seems likely that Within the Law was

November 1914. The film was directed by

the best. It was the first to be released,

Monte Luke, who had now been placed in

premièring at Melbourne’s Paramount

charge of The Firm’s film operations in

success and The Hawklet confided: ‘We met

Theatre on 10 January 1916. After it opened

Melbourne; the script was written by actor

Although it was the third JCW film to be

Will [Lincoln] the other day, and he informed

in Sydney, Australian Variety opined: ‘Muriel

Martyn Keith, who also functioned as Luke’s

the productions, and added: “I know a bit

produced, Within Our Gates was the first to be

us that he has been commissioned...to fix up

Starr as a motion picture actress is excellent,

‘stage manager’ (assistant director). Most of

more about the game now than I did
then”.’11

released, premièring at the Victoria Theatre,

Muriel Starr’s, Fred Niblo’s and other imported

Melbourne on 19 July 1915.

productions for film work. His Gallipoli war

though the action of the play runs slow in parts. For Australia seems to have been shot in and
The photography is excellent...’20 The Theatre around Sydney, apart from—according to a

display...is attracting great crowds. Lincoln

Magazine thought it: ‘...a decided improvement

For their next production The Firm took

There had been an afternoon preview a

warfare, helped to make the picture intensely
thrilling and realistic.’15
The film quickly proved a substantial

Winner item—a few scenes made at an aboriginal
mission at Brewarrina in northern NSW.24

The rest of the cast, however, act in fairly

a different tack: instead of another play

week before at Her Majesty’s Theatre, of which

has been given 14 film concerns to manipulate on the two previous J.C.Williamson picture

broad stage style.

adaptation they commissioned an original

The Hawklet reported: ‘There is a thrilling scene

into “money getters” for The Firm, and he

dramatisations...Muriel Starr does well in the

But post production, including shooting of

Officer 666 was completed by late May 1915

scenario from W.J.Lincoln: Within Our Gates,

depicting the Australian soldiers landing in

lead. Though no masterpiece, it is worth

inserts, titles and film editing, was probably

but, once again, release was delayed for nearly

or Deeds that Won Gallipoli, was a topical First

the Dardanelles, which reflected much credit

says he will succeed. We hopes, Willie, you
know your business.’16

looking at…The notable improvements…are

completed at the JCW studio in Melbourne.

a year. The film had its first screening on

World War melodrama about a German spy

on the soldiers who acted for Messrs

1 April 1916 as a supporting feature at Sydney’s

Lincoln was again scenarist and Monte

the better setting of the interior scenes, the

For Australia was privately previewed at

infiltrating the Melbourne War Office. The

J.C.Williamson Ltd. The theatre was half full

Luke the appointed director on the fourth

finer acting on the part of everyone

Her Majesty’s Theatre, Melbourne on the

Theatre Royal. The Theatre Magazine commented

script called for a good deal of exterior action,

of our country’s brave boys, who roared with

JCW production, Within the Law, an

concerned, and the use of close-ups.’21

afternoon of Monday 18 October 1915,

pithily: …‘Officer 666 ( JCW Ltd) is in four

the highlight of which was a depiction of
Australian troops landing at Gaba Tepe in

laughter when they recognised their comrades
on screen.’13 The Bulletin found the film ‘a

adaptation of Bayard Veiller’s American

spasms; the interior of a fashionable New
York restaurant looks like a sixpenny eating-

Turkey, filmed at Obelisk Bay near Sydney.

house. The hero drives home from the opera

Other location work was shot in Melbourne,

in cab, with a frowsy looking driver handling
the whip. Economy?’10

including ‘Parliament House and familiar
streets of the southern capital’, according to

Page 4

The cast would almost certainly have

according to The Winner, which thought the

drama about a shopgirl’s wrongful

included American actor Lincoln Plumer as

finished product ‘...a distinctly good example

laudable attempt to stimulate recruiting’14

conviction for theft and her subsequent

Police Inspector Burke—a role he’d been

while Punch thought it ‘A strong, interesting

revenge. The play had proved the most

playing on the Australian stage since 1913.

of what can be accomplished in locally made
films’.25 When the film was released,

story...Hundreds of troops with batteries of

popular vehicle for another of The Firm’s

After Plumer returned to the USA he took

however, critical reaction was less kind: The

artillery, and all the appurtenances of modern

most popular imports–Canadian born Muriel up a Hollywood career and also appeared in
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photography (‘It lacks clearness and

success’28 but, according to a Hawklet item,

brilliancy’), acting (‘Everything smacks of the

the JCW studio had been too small to

stage’) and art direction (‘Wooden crocodiles
and canvas wireless stations’)26; even The

accommodate all the sets ‘...so the Theatre

References

Royal was utilised during the last three

1. The Age (Melbourne) 23 July 1913 p.9 The

Hawklet swooped and pecked: ‘The JCW film

weeks to properly film the production. The

depicting the fine deed which HMAS Sydney

electrician put in 60 hours with mercury arc

2. The Green Room (Adelaide) July 1914 p.353

performed against the Emden is very good,

lights, the most powerful lights, to give the
proper effect to the picture’.29

3. Punch (Melbourne) 10 December 1914 p.1007

but, at the same time, we think they might
have refrained from mixing up a historic
deed with a two-penny-halfpenny love
story’.26
Public reaction also seems to have been

Approximately three quarters of the

To be continued in the next issue of On Stage.

4. The Hawklet (Melbourne) 1 April 1915 p.4

completed film survives at the NFSA and

6. The Bulletin (Sydney) 20 May 1915 p.9
reveals a production confined entirely indoors. 7. The Hawklet (Melbourne) 15 April 1915 p.4
It’s likely that the main set of the Baldpate Inn 8. Andrew Pike & Ross Cooper: Australian Film
1900-1977. Oxford University Press

Victoria Theatre ending just three days after

only be assembled on stage at the Theatre

(Melbourne) 1980 p.16

it had begun. British-born Boyd Irwin, who

Royal. The smaller sets—a bedroom, a cellar

played the leading role in For Australia, and

and a quite convincing studio ‘exterior’ of a

would almost certainly have also appeared

snowbound, sunlit forest track—were probably

in Within the Law, was featured in several

built in the JCW studio.
Although the film is statically photographed

p.37

13. The Hawklet (Melbourne) 15 July 1915 p.4

over 100 films before his retirement in 1948.

of close-ups and, on occasion, some atmospheric

14. The Bulletin (Sydney) 22 July 1915 p.9

The Firm lodged a second ‘Notice of Intent lighting. There are also tentative advances in
composition, with figures set both near and far
to Build’ with the Melbourne City Council
on 29 October 1915. This recorded the

within the frame, rather than simply lined up

proposed erection of an ‘insulated building

on a single plane, as if on stage.

measuring 50 ft x 100 ft’ (15.24m x 30.48m)

The adaptation fails, once again, because

on the JCW studio site for what seems to

the scenario makes no proper attempt to

have been a total estimated cost of £80.9.9

interpret the lengthy dialogue exchanges for

(about $6100 today).

the silent screen. The few titles try to précis

Work was due to start on 1 November

the plot and only occasionally quote dialogue

15. Punch (Melbourne) 29 July 1915 p.192
16. The Hawklet (Melbourne) 29 July 1915 p.4
17. Table Talk (Melbourne) 2 September 1915
p.16
p.10
19. The Theatre Magazine (Sydney) 1 December
1915 p.27

an irregularly shaped building of around

essentially her screen début, makes no particularly

these dimensions, set about 35 feet (about
10.6m) away from what appears to be a plan

positive impression as the ingénue. Both Brunton 23. The Winner (Melbourne) 8 September 1915
and Maguire were also appearing in a musical
p.10

of the original JCW Studio Building. It’s

comedy season at Her Majesty’s Theatre

probable that this second building was intended

while filming proceeded during the day.

The fourth and final JCW stage
adaptation to be filmed was a four-reel
version of Seven Keys to Baldpate, a comedy
thriller about a practical joke played on a
novelist at a lonely country inn. The script
was adapted from another George M. Cohan

halted after completion of this film, and late

play that had been a popular vehicle for Fred in January 1916 The Firm sent Monte Luke
Niblo, but had evidently been postponed when to the USA to study film production techniques.

24. The Winner (Melbourne) 22 December 1915
p.12

A Winner report finds director Monte
Luke ‘busy just now producing another Niblo
Page 6

he returned, overwhelmed, to recommend
that Williamson should abandon production
and leave it to the Hollywood experts.’31

In the words of British theatre historian
and biographer Hesketh Pearson: ‘Engaged

mind the surface characteristics of personal
acquaintances. But apart from this, the farce
has some significance in theatrical history. If
future academic critics search for a possible

masterpiece. The love-making in both is
done with the same mock sincerity, the
same cynical mundanity and sudden
changes of mood, and Worthing’s entry in

black-garbed character in mourning for
another who has just threatened to commit
suicide… Wilde owed as much to Gilbert as
n
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run of 105 performances.

foreshadowed in Engaged by the entry of a

30. Andrew Pike & Ross Cooper: Australian

31. Ibid

Theatre, London on 3 October 1877 for a

deep mourning for his brother Ernest is

1915 p.4

(Melbourne) 1980 p.83

collaborate with him in adapting the play as a

exaggerated momentousness of Wilde’s

29. The Hawklet (Melbourne) 16 December

witnessing work on D.W.Griffith’s Intolerance,

in the university’s music department) to

fantasy and farce.

is written with the formal gravity, the

p.10

departure for the USA.

verse drama, melodrama, sentimental comedy,

they will find it in Gilbert’s Engaged, which

p.10

Film 1900-1977. Oxford University Press

fellow lecturer Kenneth Mobbs (who worked

source of The Importance of Being Earnest,

25. The Winner (Melbourne) 20 October 1915

According to Pike & Cooper: ‘...after

drama at Bristol University in the UK,
conceived the idea that Engaged was really a
Savoy opera without the music, and so invited

well sketched that they constantly bring to

p.4

he ran out of time to film it prior to his

of the year, George Rowell, a lecturer in

burlesque to pantomime, romance, tragedy,

every character is a caricature, all are so

in suburban Newtown, Sydney, on 24 May 1916 27. The Hawklet (Melbourne) 16 December 1915
and seems to have been ignored by
p.4
30
reviewers.
28. The Winner (Melbourne) 24 November 1915
JCW feature production activities were

copyright in W.S.Gilbert’s works at the end

works to his credit that run the gamut from

craftsmanship is impeccable; and though

22. The Hawklet (Melbourne) 30 March 1916

According to Pike & Cooper’s Australian Film 26. The Theatre Magazine (Sydney) 1 January
1900-1977, it was first shown at the Hub Theatre,
1916 p.43

In 1961, conscious of the expiration of the

initial inspiration for his opera plots.

Gilbertian play ever written by Gilbert. The

stage favourite Dorothy Brunton, in what was

additional studio space.

Engaged becomes a comic
opera

a number of which also provided the

was the most (we cannot escape the word)

20. Australian Variety (Sydney) 12 April 1916

had a city screening in Sydney or Melbourne.

the Savoy operas.

companies worldwide. G&S aficionados

Engaged, first produced at the Haymarket

18. The Winner (Melbourne) 8 September 1915

administrative purposes rather than as

directed on stage, especially in relation to

both professional and amateur operatic

Gilbert’s ‘entirely original farcical comedy’

map made after this date shows the plan of

Seven Keys to Baldpate seems never to have

in all future comedy productions that he

at least 10 are still regularly performed by

A prime example of the last category is

a month. An MMBW Melbourne Water

for film storage, laboratory, cutting room or

It was a credo that Gilbert actively enforced

Sullivan between 1871 and 1896, of which

playwright with some 59 additional stage

verbatim. English actor Fred Maguire performs 21. The Theatre Magazine (Sydney) 1 May 1916
pleasantly in Fred Niblo’s role but Australian
p.39

and seems to have been completed in about

the piece begins to drag.’

W.S.Gilbert’s other accomplishments as a

11. The Herald (Melbourne) 1 March 1919 p.7

in Officer 666, with greater variety of shots, use

conscious of the absurdity of their utterances

comic operas on which he

Savoy operas all but overshadows

p.39

a small part character actor, appearing in well

today rests on the series of 14

However, the continued success of the

10. The Theatre Magazine (Sydney) 1 May 1916

followed a busy, if undistinguished, career as

actions. Directly that the actors show that they are

are also familiar with Gilbert’s Bab Ballads,

9. The Theatre Magazine (Sydney) 1 March 1916

against the usual canvas-walled stage sets, the 12. The Lone Hand (Sydney) 1 October 1915
photography is slightly more imaginative than
p.300

T

he fame of Sir William S. Gilbert

collaborated with composer Sir Arthur

5. The Bulletin (Sydney) 15 April 1915 p.9

lukewarm, with the Melbourne season at the

Hollywood in the early 1920s. There he

W.S.Gilbert is famous for his contributions to a series of often-performed comic operas but as a playwright he
created nearly 60 almost-forgotten stage works. All they needed was music.

Argus (Melbourne) 23 July 1913 p.5

lobby, with its high, wide staircase, could

other Australian films before venturing to

W.S.Gilbert makes the music

Sheridan did to Congreve: that is, enough

make us feel that Earnest would have been
materially different if Engaged had never been
written. It is of some interest to observe that
Marion Terry “created” the part of Belinda
Treherne in Gilbert’s best comedy, Engaged,

comic opera in the G&S mould.
The collaborators thus set about editing
Gilbert’s farcical comedy to serve as the basis
for their libretto, and seeking appropriate
moments and situations within the plot that

and 15 years later the part of Mrs Erlynne in

could be enhanced and elaborated by the

Wilde’s first comedy, Lady Windermere’s Fan.’

addition of musical numbers. They also set to

Nor was Pearson alone in his observation,

the task of finding appropriate songs and music

as a number of early critics of The Importance

within the G&S canon that would be suitable

of Being Earnest, including Bernard Shaw, noted

for their purposes. As Sullivan had pre-

the debt that Wilde’s now-classic comedy

deceased Gilbert by some 11 years, his music

owed to the topsy-turvy plots and humour of

had entered the public domain at the end of

W.S.Gilbert in their opening night reviews.

1950.

The original production of Engaged also
gave W.S.Gilbert a taste of how an actor,

Kenneth Mobbs later recalled: ‘Determined
at the outset not to use lyrics or music from

who is unsympathetic to the intentions of the the well-known Savoy operas, we set about
playwright, can seriously damage the intended constructing a work where there was always a
effect of a stage play, as George Honey’s

thread of plot with either some Gilbert, or

exaggerated, low comedy performance in

some Sullivan, and even occasionally both in

the lead role of Cheviot Hill had.

operation together. No Gilbert lyric was fitted

In order to prevent such transgressions
in future performances of his play, Gilbert

to Sullivan music not written for it.
‘Lyrics and music were used from their

wrote the following ‘Author’s Note’ to preface lesser-known works, either when working
the first published edition of Engaged: ‘It is

together (Thespis, The Sorcerer, Utopia Limited,

absolutely essential to the success of this piece The Grand Duke) or individually—Gilbert’s
that it should be played with the most perfect

libretti for other composers (The Mountebanks,

earnestness and gravity throughout. There

Haste to the Wedding and His Excellency) or Sullivan’s

should be no exaggeration in costume, make-

scores for other librettists (Haddon Hall, The

up or demeanour; and the characters, one

Chieftain, The Rose of Persia, the unfinished

to make the reputation of a critic who cared

and all, should appear to believe, throughout, Sapphire Necklace and The Emerald Isle).

to trace the influence, but not enough to

in the perfect sincerity of their words and

Autumn 2009
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Theatre Royal, Bristol on 20 July 1963. It

Wells’ repertoire for many years. Its

used both as overture and, thematically, in

was musically directed by Kenneth Mobbs

Australian première was given by the

the opera itself,’ Mobbs says. ‘Occasionally I

with production by Kathleen Beer and

Borovansky Ballet in 1954, with Kathleen

was required to write in Sullivan’s style or

George Rowell.

Gorham dancing the title role. A popular

‘Another important source was Di Ballo,

George in Gilbertian.’

favourite with audiences, the ballet has also

Kenneth has also pre-recorded an

Since Kenneth Mobbs was also, at the time,

introduction giving the history of the adaptation featured in the repertoire of the Royal Ballet

the musical director of the Bristol Opera School,

that will precede the opera’s broadcast on

a good amateur company that specialised in

Concert Hall on the consecutive Tuesday

Sir Charles Mackerras recorded his

works outside the professional repertoire, the

evenings of 9 and 16 June 2009, between

Pineapple Poll score on four occasions; the

collaborators had an already established

9–11pm EST on Melbourne community radio

first time in mono with the Sadler’s Wells

performing group at hand on which to test-

96.5 Inner FM. The broadcasts will also be

Orchestra in 1951, followed by stereo in 1962

run their resulting stage work.

streamed live over the Internet.

and 1977 (as a Suite) and finally in digital stereo

Now re-christened Engaged! (with

and the Australian Ballet in past years.

See www.innerfm.org.au for further details.

with the Philharmonia Orchestra in 1982. The

exclamation) or Cheviot’s Choice, George Rowell

Due to the duration of the recording,

final recording will be that featured on the

and Kenneth Mobbs’ comic opera adaptation

Acts One and Two of Engaged! will be heard

Concert Hall broadcast of 16 June.

was given its première by the company in

on 9 June with Act 3 following on 16 June.

Bristol on 27 March 1962. The orchestrations

The latter broadcast will also feature Australian

References

used in the production were those of Sullivan

conductor Sir Charles Mackerras’s arrangement

(or Alfred Cellier’s in the case of a song that

of his ballet score for Pineapple Poll.

had originated in the score of The Mountebanks),

When the copyright in Sir Arthur Sullivan’s

and Kenneth was given access to Sullivan’s
original orchestra parts by the D’Oyly Carte
Opera Company to allow for their transcription.
In the English Summer of 1962, the
collaborators considerably revised Act One
of Engaged! and the comic opera
subsequently received its professional

music expired at the end of 1950, Mackerras
was commissioned by the Sadler’s Wells Theatre

(Above) The creators of Engaged!, George Rowell (standing) and Kenneth Mobbs, go over the

Ballet to arrange a ballet score from the music

score in March 1962.

of the Savoy operas to accompany a scenario

Jeremy Watkins as Symperson (left), offers a pistol to Cheviot Hill (played by Alexander Begbie)

freely adapted from Gilbert’s Bab Ballad ‘The

at the blackest point of Engaged! in Bristol Opera School’s production at the Theatre Royal,

Bumboat Woman’s Story’ (of 1870).

Bristol, in July 1963.

resulting work (in which Mackerras also

November 1962, with a cast that included

utilised themes from Sullivan’s score to Cox

Patricia Routledge in the lead role of Belinda

and Box and Overture di Ballo), premièred as

Treherne. Further revisions to Act One

Pineapple Poll at the Sadler’s Wells Theatre,

production of Engaged!.

School again staged what was to be the final

‘W.S. Gilbert’ in International Dictionary of
Theatre—2: Playwrights, ed. Mark HawkinsDady, St. James Press; Detroit, London &
Washington, DC, 1994.
Engaged, an entirely original farcical comedy by
W.S. Gilbert included in Original Plays by
W.S.Gilbert—Second Series, Chatto &
may also be read on-line at the Gilbert &

première at the Theatre Royal, Windsor, on 6

Program for the 1969 Savoy Opera Company

Methuen & Co. Ltd.; London, 1957.

Windus; London, 1899. The playscript

Choreographed by John Cranko, the

followed in early 1963, and the Bristol Opera

Gilbert—His Life and Strife, Hesketh Pearson,

Sullivan Archive website at http://
diamond.boisestate.edu/gas/other_gilbert/
engaged.doc.

London, on 13 March, 1951. It became an

With thanks to Kenneth Mobbs for supplying

immediate sensation and remained in the

additional information and photographs. n

version of Engaged! in July of that year. This
version was published by Chappell & Co. in
late 1963, when the publishers also secured

N

the copyright in the work. (Since reorganised
as Warner/Chappell, the company remains
the licensing agent for Engaged! to this day.)

Australia, New Zealand and the US, where it
1966 at the Goodspeed Opera House in

Since the early 1960s, George Rowell

Bristol (they may also be viewed on-line at

and Kenneth Mobbs’ comic opera adaptation

Connecticut, as directed by veteran Savoyard,

his website at www.mobbsearlykeyboard@

of Engaged! has had more than 250 performances

blueyonder.co.uk), having been a respected

Martyn Green, who also appeared on stage

throughout the English-speaking world and

in the role of Symperson.

exponent of the piano, fortepiano and

was even sung in English with Dutch narration

harpsichord in past years. Kenneth also looks

given by the Savoy Opera Company on

historians, including scenic artists

take some time to see the latest

W.R.Coleman Jnr, John Brunton Jnr and

addition to the memorabilia

William Rowell, performers Paul Plunkett,

On the second landing of the grand

soon followed in Britain, Canada, Rhodesia,

The Australian première of Engaged! was

ext time you visit Her Majesty’s,

on display.

Licensed amateur productions of Engaged!

also received a professional staging in July of

Her Majesty’s treasure

on Dutch radio in 1967.
George Rowell, who specialised in English

forward to celebrating the 50th Anniversary
of the first production of Engaged! in 2012.

Harcourt Beattie, Laurence Hardinge,
Hugh Buckler, Eric Maxon and Dion

staircase you’ll find a magnificent plaque

Titherage, and stage manager Maurice

commemorating the commitment of

Nodin. Only one person, F. Head, is

J.C.Williamson employees who served in

designated as having lost his life.

the First World War.
It’s believed the plaque originally came

A check of Australian War Memorial
records has failed to find further details of

from one of The Firm’s Sydney Theatres,

Mr Head, and, indeed, a number of other

the old Royal or the original Her Majesty’s,

names on the plaque do not tally with

both, of course, long gone. Fortunately it

service records.

was discovered in a Sydney auction room

7 September 1965, in a production staged at

drama and was the author of The Victorian

Melbourne’s Russell Street Theatre for five

Theatre and editor of Nineteenth Century Plays

by Bill May and Malcolm Cooke, who

light on the mysterious Mr Head, Mary

performances. Audience response was so

and Late Victorian Plays, died in 2001, but

Robert Morrison has been given exclusive

bought it and donated it to Her Majesty’s in

Murphy, Her Majesty’s honorary archivist,

positive that the company added the show to

Kenneth Mobbs still remains active in

permission to broadcast an archival recording

Melbourne in 2007.

would love to hear from you.

its repertoire of G&S standards and revived

retirement as the curator of his collection of

of Engaged! made during a live performance

it in 1969 and 1974.

early keyboard instruments on display in

given by the Bristol Opera School at the
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Melbourne stage by stage

gallery seats, new leadlight windows for the

Royal’s stage in late November to early

crush-room, the lowering of the orchestra pit,

December 1915.

In part four his chronicle of Melbourne's Theatre Royal, Ralph Marsden picks up the story
after the theatre's extensive 1904 renovations.

and a change of colour scheme to old ivory,

T

he Australasian of 24 December
1904 enthused over architect
William Pitt’s work, which entailed

almost complete gutting and rebuilding:
‘The auditorium contains two tiers—a dress
circle and amphitheatre—in place of three
tiers. The roof has been built on the

The
Theatre
Royal

On 29 January 1916 Hale Hamilton, ‘the

gold and green. The theatre reopened on

original Wallingford in London and New York’,

31 August with a spectacular production of

began a run of comic plays which ended with

when Clarke and Meynell’s Comic Opera

Ben Hur, featuring a chariot race with ‘nearly a

Wallingford in mid-May. Directly after this the

Company presented the Australian première

dozen horses going at full speed’, said The Age.

Royal screened the first great American epic

of the musical The Arcadians. English comedian

On 2 November 1912 the Royal saw the

film, D.W.Griffith’s The Birth of a Nation. The

Tom Walls, later famous in the Aldwych

début of American husband and wife stars

‘legitimate’ returned with English actress

farces of stage and screen, made ‘the biggest

Fred Niblo and Josephine Cohan in Get-

Madge Fabian starring in On Trial, with fellow

success of the play’, according to The Argus.

Rich-Quick Wallingford, a comedy by

Britons Frank Harvey and Roy Redgrave

Josephine’s famous brother, George M.

notable in the company.

Another star attraction of 1910

sliding principle, and the audience in

was rising British matinée idol

Cohan. Niblo quickly became a favourite

the front rows of the tiers have been

Matheson Lang, with his wife Hutin

and returned frequently to the Royal during

came to the Royal late in February 1917. It was

taken much closer to the footlights. A

Britton and his first West End successes.

his three and a half years in Australia.

followed by JCW’s New English Comedy

new crush-room, large and beautifully

During the Australian première

Griffith’s second cinema epic, Intolerance,

Julius Knight had firmly established his

Company with Percy Marmont the featured

decorated, has been added, and the

season of another successful musical,

popularity by the time he made his Royal

approaches to the dress circle are

The Chocolate Soldier, in August–

starring début in March 1913, and on 17 May

vastly improved.’

September 1911, J.C.Williamson Ltd

came the Australian début of a future

incorporated Clarke and Meynell Ltd,

favourite—Canadian-born Muriel Starr in ‘a

scarlet and gold. Health and safety

and the Royal thus became a

modern melodrama’, Within the Law.

features included improved

Williamson house again. The theatre

ventilation by electric fans, an

had a lucky escape on 15 October

lengthy seasons in 1914, but not the least

success, Grumpy, on 16 June. Canadian star

asbestos stage curtain, iron doors

1911 when a fire was spotted and

interesting attraction was a three-night

Kathlene MacDonnell was partnered by Charles

across communicating passages, and

extinguished after damaging only the

season by Gregan McMahon’s Melbourne

Waldron (later notable in US films) in Daddy

improved exits and fire escapes

stage switchboard and ceiling.

Repertory Theatre Company late in March.

Long Legs from 28 July, and Muriel Starr

The decorative scheme was in

throughout the building. The rebuilt

player. Marie Tempest, the distinguished
Oscar Asche

English comedy actress, made her Australian
début at the Royal on 7 April.
Another English star making an Australian
début in 1917 was Cyril Maude, a great

Niblo, Knight and Starr all returned for

exponent of ‘old man’ parts, in his greatest

McMahon himself returned in the Royal’s

returned again from 22 December 1917 until

theatre occupied more ground space

English actor Sir Henry Irving, was

October offering, The Argyle Case, whose cast

28 March 1918.

than before and, although the number

the first attraction of the amalgamated

included Maggie Moore and young Australians

of tiers had been reduced, held ‘within

management at the Royal. Other

Robert Greig and Sylvia Bremer—both rising

feature on ‘The Finest Stage Dressing Room

famous names on the 1911–1912 bills

200 persons’ of its former capacity.
The Theatre Royal Proprietary
Company, which Coppin had founded and

H.B.Irving, son of the celebrated

232 Bourke Street, Melbourne
(the site of Target store)

whose directors included William Pitt and
owners of the building.
The opening attraction, under the Holt–

JCW players who would later find fame in

in the World’ at the Theatre Royal. This

include British-born but later Hollywood-

Hollywood (where, late in 1917, Sylvia

comprised not only a dressing-room proper,

based character actor Halliwell Hobbes

renamed herself Breamer).

but also an adjoining sitting room and lounge—

(with Edith Irving’s Company); Australian-

Coppin’s daughter, Daisie, remained the

Punch of 3 January 1918 ran a pictorial

When Niblo returned for his final Royal

born future star of American silent films,

season on 15 March 1915 he was also given

appearance at the Royal) Holt’s lease on the

Enid Bennett (with JCW’s stock company);

the opportunity to direct and star in the first

all refurnished and redecorated in honour of
Muriel Starr’s return.
H.B. Irving

Her season ran from 22 December 1917

theatre expired and his company disbanded.

and the Irish-born William Desmond, later

two of The Firm’s film versions of popular

Anderson aegis, was Anderson’s pantomime

From 2 November Meynell and Gunn

notable in American films.

plays: Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford and Officer

Sinbad the Sailor on Boxing Day 1904. After

returned as sole lessees, at first offering

666 went before the cine-camera at JCW’s

time in nearly five years when Oh, Boy, with

this came his dramatic company, a brief

melodrama, then, on 18 April 1908,

working as an actor and stage manager with

specially built film studio, located where the

Maud Fane and George Willoughby, opened

season of comic opera, then Holt’s company

presenting the Australian première of the

Frederick Harrison’s Haymarket Theatre

Comedy Theatre now stands, in April–May

on 11 September. The rest of 1918 was occupied

for another lengthy stay from April 1905

musical Miss Hook of Holland. By this date

Company who was much later to become

1915. Niblo thus laid the foundation for his

with a series of American comedies or farces

until March 1906. After this the independent

Clarke and Wren’s names had also been

one of Hollywood’s most esteemed character

subsequent career as one of Hollywood’s

with American actors, apart from a third Griffith

management of Clyde Meynell and John Gunn

added to the official lesseeship.

players—Claude Rains.

most successful silent screen directors. (See

film, Hearts of the World, which ran almost a

Page One)

month from 30 November.

(with backing from financiers Rupert Clarke

Other musicals, mixed with melodrama,

There was also a young Englishman

Oscar Asche returned to star in his first

until 20 March 1918.
Drama gave way to musicals for the first

and John Wren) took over for the presentation

the longest running pantomime ever in

great ‘Eastern’ success, Kismet, from 6 April

of ‘a stirring melodrama’, The Fatal Wedding.

Melbourne (Cinderella, from 19 December

1912. After Harrison’s company (which also

1915, filmed her most popular vehicle,

theatres were closed due to the influenza

Anderson’s company followed, from

1908 to 16 April 1909) and Maggie Moore

included Edward Rigby, another notable of

Within the Law, at the JCW film studio

epidemic; the Royal reopened on 8 March

May 1906 to March 1907. In this, their last

in Struck Oil followed. On 17 July 1909 came

British stage and screen) the theatre closed

during her August–November season at the

with a Muriel Starr season which ran until

season at the Royal, they included the

the Australian début of the celebrated but

from 10 August for more alterations and

Royal. But the studio was too small to

3 July. More American comic imports held the

première of Bert Bailey and Edmund

tempestuous Australian-born star Oscar

redecorations. These cost £5000 and were

accommodate the main set for The Firm’s

stage until 29 November, when the Royal Comic

Duggan’s famous bush melodrama, The

Asche, in a Shakespearean repertoire with

carried out under the supervision of William

fourth and final play adaptation; so Seven

Opera Company arrived with the young

Squatter’s Daughter, on 9 February 1907.

his wife, Lily Brayton.

Pitt. According to The Argus of 30 August

Keys to Baldpate, with Fred Maguire and

Gladys Moncrieff, soon to become Australia’s

they included the installation of more sliding

Dorothy Brunton in the Niblo and Cohan

At the close of Bland Holt’s 1907 season
(which also saw George Rignold’s last
Page 10

Wren had resigned from the lesseeship
and Gunn had died by 26 March 1910,

roofs, the carpeting and demarcation of the
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Muriel Starr, also making a ‘farewell’ in

roles, was filmed almost entirely on the
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From 29 January 1919 all Melbourne

most popular musical star, featured in a season
Matheson Lang

running until 10 March 1920. More
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Gaiety returns to Zeehan
After a four-year community-led restoration project, the 110-year-old Gaiety Theatre at Zeehan, on Tasmania’s
north-west coast, has been splendidly restored.

T

he little town of Zeehan (pop. 1000)

the first to be constructed of bricks, locally

Theatre Royal in Hobart. Phil Vickers,

is named after the ship in which

made by John Connor.At the time, this was a

general manager of West Coast Heritage,

Abel Tasman sailed around

major construction project, costing £7075.

says the theatre was a busy hub of Tasmanian

The theatre’s dimensions were said to be

culture until the 1930s.

Tasmania in 1642.
The discovery of silver in 1882 brought

greater than those of the Town Hall and the

prosperity thanks to mining. It was on the

1900 the town was Tasmania’s

J.C.Williamson circuit—the shows used to

third largest with a population of

come in by steamer or down by train to

over 5000 and 26 hotels. In

perform at the Gaiety Theatre, and then go

1908 mining began to decline,

on to do Launceston and Hobart. It was a

and in 1960 the last mine

pretty big concern.’

closed. The Gaiety Theatre and
Cyril Maude
musical comedy came on 28 May with

‘The Gaiety enjoyed a period of great

an economic boom, and by

The building has been used for amateur

Grand Hotel complex was built

theatricals, as a ballroom, cinema, even mining

Marie Tempest

Tom Walls

in 1898 for Edward Mulcahy

accommodation. Increasingly neglected it

by American traveller Lowell Thomas), the

star, Strella Wilson, featured in a light opera

mha.

was, for a while, a basketball court.

His previous hotel, the

The restoration project turned up some

Going Up, starring Alfred Frith and two more

highlight of which was Gladys Moncrieff’s

season which transferred from Her Majesty’s

Royal Exchange, on this same

rising stars, Cyril Ritchard and Madge

début in The Maid of the Mountains on 22

in mid-December 1921. On 21 January 1922

site, was destroyed by fire in

welcome surprises. Phil Vickers heard the

January 1921. This was the role with which

came A Night Out, a musical featuring Alfred

1884. The building was one of

original theatre seats, dating back to 1910,

‘Our Glad’ became identified for the rest of

Frith, Cyril Ritchard and Madge Elliott. It

were being used by the Ulverstone Jehovah’s

farewell on 4 September 1920. She was

her life; this first production ran for 23

also included South African-born comedian,

Witness congregation.

followed by the Royal Comic Opera

weeks—a record for a musical in Melbourne

Cecil Kellaway, who became a local

They have now been returned.

Company in a long and memorable run

up to that time.

favourite years before becoming one of

Managed now by West Coast Heritage

Elliott, in the company.
Marie Tempest returned for her Royal

(interrupted for a month of talks and films

Another upcoming Australian musical

Ltd, the building forms part of the West

Hollywood’s best known character actors.

Coast Pioneers’ Museum Complex.
A dramatic moment from The Maid of the Mountains, 1921, with Gladys Moncrieff second from right.

To be concluded in the next issue of On Stage. n

The president of Friends of the Gaiety,
Karline Vickers, says government funding
was supplemented by a huge local effort.
Persistent local legend has it that both
Melba and Caruso sang at the Gaiety, and
that Houdini performed there, but the myth
has recently been exploded by Michael
Tatlow, Charles Wooley and Peter Mercer in
Above: a male quartet rehearses at the Gaiety Theatre in its earlier years.

their recent book A Tour of Old Tasmania: ‘We

The Gaiety in September, 2006: the restored auditorium. Photographs by Frank Van Straten.

asked at the Pioneers’ Museum to see
photographs of Dame Nellie’s big night in
town. None was available. How odd, your
diligent authors thought. We snooped about…
‘A traitorous local eventually whispered the
awful truth: Dame Nellie Melba packing out
the Gaiety is an astonishing hoax that, until
this book, has fooled even Zeehan residents.
‘Nellie loved a drop of the doings. After a
concert in Burnie, she got drunk. Hung over next
morning, the diva Dame was in no condition
to make the train trip to a gutted Zeehan.’
West Coast Mayor Darryl Gerrity
laughingly confirmed this. ‘It’s high time the
old hoax was exposed,’ he said.
Furthermore, Houdini managed to
escape a visit to Tasmania, and Caruso, of
course, never visited Australia at all.
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Creating a
As many theatregoers are discovering, Melbourne’s

W

e wanted to link our new theatre

Ross Turner and Paul Kathner—with whom

With thanks to Ann Tonks and Shane Dunn.

with our theatrical heritage,’

he trained—and Scott Mathewson, scenery

Inside the MTC Theatre’s loos:

says Melbourne Theatre

supervisor for the Australian Ballet. Simon Phillips’

Below: the galleon cloth was used in various

Company’s artistic director Simon Phillips.

initial selection of 30–40 designs was whittled

productions of H.M.S. Pinafore and The Pirates of

‘We came up with the Word Wall in the John

down to a final 12, and each artist was allotted

Penzance.

Sumner Theatre to remind us of some of the

three photographs with which to work.

Right: the palm trees come from George

great plays and playwrights, and then we decided

‘We redrew the designs by hand onto
French water colour paper, using a scale of

Windmill scene, probably from A Little Dutch Girl

theatrical memorabilia as well. At first we

1:5,’ explains Shane. ‘The originals were rather

(1922).

thought of old posters and so on, but that

murky black and white, so one of the great

seemed a bit too obvious.’

challenges was to give them colour and life.

n

And because they were quite small and

in an innovative project to recreate some of

sometimes a bit fuzzy, there wasn’t much detail.

the work of Melbourne’s master scenic artists

We had to be creative and imaginative while

and transform it into murals for the main toilets

always remaining true to the spirit of the

off the first floor foyer.

original.’

Source material was found in a collection

The finished water colours were digitally

of old J.C.Williamson scenic record books, now

scanned and then printed onto heavy duty

held by Scenic Studios. These massive books

vinyl up to five times the original size, so

contain hundreds of 5”x7” black and white

they’d finish up to 2.1m high by 6m wide.

photographs of backcloths and set pieces

They were then carefully applied to the walls

created for JCW shows in the early years of

of the Gents’, Ladies’ and Accessible loos.
The effect is spectacular and totally theatrical,

the 20th century.
They represent the work of great scenic
artists such as W.R.Coleman, Phil Goatcher,
George Dickson and George Upward.
The project was led by Shane Dunn, MTC’s
head of scenic art. He recruited Scenic Studios’

and makes a visit to the new complex all the
more memorable.
The original water colours have been
framed and now hang on the walls of the
new theatre’s VIP rooms.

All the world’s a stage

inner western suburb.
Sadly, the statue is regularly vandalised.

Australia: Melbourne

Australia: Melbourne

change in other young people. Cody needs

Going, going…

Tovey tribute

to know that others have been on the same

The former Plaza Theatre in Northcote, for

A new award named after dancer and

some years a unique home for suburban

performer Noel Tovey has been established

vaudeville, was sold for $3.92m at a

by Melbourne dance theatre company

receiver’s auction on 4 December 2008.

Phunktional. The award will go to young

The property was most recently used as
a reception centre, and virtually nothing
remains to indicate its theatrical history.
The building was previously sold in

performers who studied dance while in
prison.
Artistic director Gerard Veltre has
announced that the inaugural award has

commission; she went on to design for

North Terrace to Broadway

paper, the Inner West Weekly, was truly

A gown from the Performing Arts Collection

Born in Adelaide in 1897, Judith

change through the creation of performances

of South Australia’s Dame Judith Anderson

Anderson had a 60-year Broadway and

that investigate, discuss and reflect contemporary

Collection is now on display in New York.

Hollywood career.

journey and can make something of their lives.’
Phunktional is dedicated to positive social

The dress is a highlight of Valentina:

society. Their work uses elements of popular

Greta Garbo, Katharine Hepburn and other
legendary ladies of stage and screen.

In 1985 a New York playhouse was

art forms such as hip-hop and night club

New York Couture

named The Judith Anderson Theatre in her

culture in combination with traditional and

and the

honour. She died in Santa Barbara in 1992.

multi-cultural story, song and dance.

Cult of Celebrity,

while in the Melbourne Juvenile Justice

Australia: Sydney

alleged drug boss Tony Mokbel (see On

Centre, where he completed his VCE Unit

Travers travesty

Stage, Autumn 2005).

One in Dance under Veltre’s guidance.

A popular feature in the park in the Sydney

and will be demolished and redeveloped.

Come of Age, this was Valentina’s first costume

The headline of the report in the local

property developer, racing identity and

Tovey suffered years of child abuse,

York City Theatre Company production of

vandals are atrocious.’

umbrella was snapped off and souvenired.

gone to Cody, 18. Cody studied dance

The Plaza carries no heritage protection,

In the most recent attack her ubiquitous

inspired. It read: ‘Super brolly a statistic;

Australia: Adelaide

March 2005, when it was owned by
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newest playhouse boasts the city’s most spectacular loos.

Upward’s designs for Bird of Paradise (1917); 5

that we should display some Melbourne

Extensive brainstorming sessions resulted

scene in the loo

statue of Mary Poppins. It was placed there

international success as a dancer. ‘I feel

in 2004 by Ashfield Municipal Council to

honoured that this award is named after

commemorate the fact that Mary Poppins’

me,’ he said. ‘I hope my story can inspire

author P.L.Travers spent her early years in the

ON STAGE

an exhibition now

Read, donated several of her stage costumes

on display at The

to the Performing Arts Collection, and her

Museum of the

ashes are interred in the Adelaide Festival

City of New York.

Centre’s grounds.

Created by

suburb of Ashfield is a much loved bronze

poverty and prison before gaining

Dame Judith, along with her niece Jan

USA: New York

couturier Valentina

The Mary Poppins statue in Ashfield, Sydney.
Photograph by Frangipani.
Autumn 2009

Schlee for Dame

The program for Come

There’s life in that old set yet

Judith to wear in

of Age, featuring Judith

The Broadway League’s ‘Broadway Goes

the 1934 New

Anderson, 1934.

Green’ environmental initiative is 

*
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discouraging producers from dumping their

Ireland: Dublin

Vatican’s Paul VI Hall on 28 January

unwanted sets.

New Abbey in abeyance

as part of a visit by members of the

In the old days, the bits and pieces of

Irish arts minister Martin Cullen has said

legendary shows were dumped or sold at

that, despite the worsening economic climate,

auction. The Cats paraphernalia, for instance,

completing the new Abbey Theatre remains

was auctioned to benefit Broadway Cares/

a top government priority.

Equity Fights AIDS. 

Although the project was announced

The helicopter from Miss Saigon went to a

back in 2006 (see On Stage, Autumn 2006),

foreign production, while other celebrated set

the international competition for a suitable

pieces wait in warehouses for prospective

design has still not been launched.

buyers—the Chitty Chitty Bang Bang car, for

‘It’s incredible it could take so long,’

example.
Thanks to the new initiative, the debris
produced by Boeing-Boeing, The Seagull and 13
won’t end up in a landfill. Seven tonnes of

said opposition arts spokeswoman, Olivia
Mitchell. ‘It is not as if the minister is designing

Leonard Bernstein’s study.

the building. He’s merely presiding over

Photograph by Andrew French.

the drawing up of competition guidelines

steel, wood, fabric and carpet will be
recycled, and eight tonnes will be reused by

Alexander Bernstein, the composer’s son. ‘I

personally to guarantee cast salaries for

various organisations, including the

can see him standing there for hours, just

what turned out to be the company’s final

children’s charity World Vision. The sets

orchestrating.’

production last November at the Lyric

from All My Sons and Grease are being
completely recycled.

The recreated studio (above) will have a
shrine-like status for a musician whose

Opera House.

props and costumes from other recently

The university hopes the full display will be

No to ticket tax

closed shows have gone into storage for later

open next year.

Broadway producers are breathing more

reuse. Among them are Gypsy, Hairspray,

And it will have company: Indiana

Spamalot, White Christmas and Young

University is also home of the Hoagy

announced that $US1.3b ($A1.92b) in

Frankenstein. Spring Awakening is being

Carmichael Room, which has a collection of

proposed tax increases in the state’s 2009–

shipped to Austria for a production there

the father of folk-music’s memorabilia.

10 budget will be dropped from

Usually actors like to souvenir something

consideration—including a 4% state tax on

from a show, and shoes are popular. A sign

USA: Baltimore

backstage at Young Frankenstein before it

Fat lady sings in Maryland

closed read, ‘Sorry, please do not take your

Three months after seeking Chapter 11

shoes’, but cast members from Grease,

bankruptcy protection and cancelling the

Spamalot and 13 got to keep theirs.

remainder of its 2008–09 season, the Baltimore

prominent producers travelled to Albany,

Opera Company board has voted to dissolve

the state capital, to argue against the

the 58-year-old organisation.

proposed measure.

USA: Indiana
Lenny’s legacy

The company’s assets, including a

theatre tickets.
The ticket tax would have been bundled
with an additional 4% city levy.
The decision came after a delegation of

‘We are grateful that the government

Leonard Bernstein’s children have donated

warehouse, scenery, costumes and technical

recognised our concerns and took decisive

the carefully preserved contents of his main

equipment, will be sold, and the proceeds

action to eliminate additional financial

composing studio to Indiana University,

will be distributed among creditors.

burdens on theatre patrons,’ said Charlotte

up when the lion cub was carried
closer so he could pat it. The cub’s
response: a friendly roar, which drew
laughter from the Vatican audience.
Cirque Medrano was originally
called Cirque Fernando, and had a
permanent home on the edge of
Montmartre in Paris. It travels
throughout France.

Juliet’s balcony in Verona.

Italy: Verona

various wedding packages that include

the theatre?’

The House of Juliet, with the legendary

But the minister insisted progress was

the moment.’

easily, now that New York bureaucrats have

sparkling costumes performed, but got

‘Such a gorgeous palace!’

said, ‘but the final work is being done at

USA: New York

The Pope watched as jugglers in

take years, how long will it take to build

being made. ‘The project is complex,’ he

reputation has only grown since his death.

But in what may be an economic measure,

for someone else to design it. If that can

French Cirque Medrano.

A site in the Dublin docklands has been
allocated, and the project is to be
developed on a ‘build, finance and

balcony where Juliet Capulet pined for her
Romeo, is to become a wedding venue.
The 13th century family home of the
Cappello, the Capulets of Shakespeare’s
tragic play, has long been a place of
pilgrimage for lovers from all over the world.
It’s traditional for couples to stroke the

maintain basis’ through a public-private

right breast of the bronze statue of Juliet in

partnership arrangement.

the courtyard—a gesture said to bring good

Cullen promised that the competition
would get under way shortly. ‘I am
confident that we will have a world class

luck—and then leave love notes on the walls
and wooden doors.
Now love-struck couples will be able to

design for a new iconic building for the

tie the knot in the courtyard below the

city,’ he said.

famous stone balcony.
‘We are simply promoting Verona’s

everything from flower arrangements to hotel
accommodation. We plan to be ready in May,
a popular wedding month.’
The ‘Marry Me in Verona’ project will
offer locals a balcony wedding for €600
(about $A1176). EU couples will have to pay
€200 ($A392) more, while non-EU lovers
will have to shell out€1000 ($A1960).
‘It might seem expensive, but the fee must
cover processing documents and extended hours
for staff. More documentation is needed for
non-residents and foreign people; that’s why
there’s the price difference,’ Polato explained.

Russia: Moscow:
Red faces in Red Square
The reopening of Russia’s iconic Bolshoi

Italy: Vatican City

reputation as the city of love,’ says city

Theatre may have to be pushed back again,

Roaring success

official Daniele Polato. ‘We’re working at

this time to 2013.
‘I think that the reconstruction will not

Pope Benedict XVI has been greeted by an
unusual guest during his weekly audience

Pope Benedict XVI meets a Cirque Medrano

at the Vatican: a feisty lion cub. The

lion cub during his weekly audience on

budding circus star met the pontiff in the

28 January.

end in 2011,’ admits project manager Nikita
Shangin, adding a warning that the extra two
years will cost an estimated $US1.5b
($A2.22b) more than originally planned.
Located near Red Square, the Bolshoi

St Martin, executive director of the

which has promised to recreate the space.

Said chairman Allan Jensen: ‘Part of the

The studio was a small building in the

problem was that we tried to put on world-

Broadway League, the producers’ and

closed in 2005 for a $US700m ($A1036.8m)

grounds of Bernstein’s country house in

class productions in a town that wasn’t

presenters’ trade association.

renovation project that was originally expected

Fairfield, Connecticut, which is still owned

ready to pay for them. Ticket sales took

by his family. Bernstein, who died in 1990,

care of only a small part of our costs. We

additional charges would further dissuade

composed much of the music from the last

had some promises of money, but there just

consumers from buying theatre tickets,

three decades of his life there.

wasn’t enough.

The items run from the deeply meaningful to the

‘We’ve lost many of the corporate

banal and include Bernstein’s stand-up composing contributors that used to be headquartered

the rise.

major repairs, with visible cracks on the

by Brahms; 39 Grammy nomination plaques; and

added. Like many US arts organisations,

would have surpassed $US10 ($A14.80).

a treasured fragment of the Berlin Wall.

Baltimore Opera experienced a steep drop

playing with all the little objects,’ said

critical state that a board member had

Page 16

facade and performers hampered by a lack of

The tax on the top ticket price for a
Broadway musical—now $US135 ($A200)—

economy soured. Cash flow reached such a

The Bolshoi’s main stage, built between

prices of which are already consistently on

here. And we had no endowment,’ Jensen

in that room all the time, in that studio,

pushed back to 2009 and then to 2011.
1821 and 1825, had long been in need of

table; a conducting stool that may have been used

‘It meant so much to us as kids, just being in income from tickets and donations as the

to be finished in 2008. The end date was later

The industry was concerned that the

backstage space.
The renovations will create a vast
underground space for dressing rooms,

The state of New York is facing a
$US14.2b ($A211.3b) budget deficit in the

modernise the stage, and repair damage

coming fiscal year.

caused by the construction of the Moscow
metro in the 1930s.
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Pantomimes on the air
In the concluding part of his exploration of pantos on the wireless, Peter Burgis salutes Humphrey Bishop
and his versatile cast of players.

T

detective series The Adventures of the

he members of Humphrey

Falcon.

Bishop’s Company were
mainly drawn from the world

of stage and theatre. Some were
veterans (Dan Agar), some were

Daughter of famous pioneer radio

newcomers (Bud Tingwell). A few had

actress Ethel Lang (Aunt Jenny’s Real

been members of his 1920s world

Life Stories and Blue Hills). In the early

travelling troupe (Les Coney). A few

1950s Barbara Brunton starred in The

were present at the birth of broadcasting

Witch (by John Masefield) at the

(William Perryman) and the first local

Sydney Mercury Theatre, with Rod

gramophone recordings (Walter

Taylor, Barrie Cookson and Roger

Kingsley). Whatever their origins and

Climpson. Her father was actor James

experience, they formed a most talented

Brunton Gibb, who was broadcasting

and effective radio unit. Much of the

from 2FC back in 1924.

credit for their success must rest with

John Byrne

talented showmen to settle in Australia.

Appeared in 1932 at the Theatre

Sheet music for a song featured in Cinderella,

Royal, Melbourne, in J.C.Williamson’s
The Chocolate Soldier, which starred
Gladys Moncrieff.

Image courtesy of Denis Melksham.

Les Coney
Old Vic Company,

Dan Agar

which toured widely. In

One of radio’s funniest comedians. He was

1941 John Alden had a

born in London in 1881, worked in

key role in an ABC

J.C.Williamson stage musicals 1922–1925,

production of Douglas

then went back to London. He returned to

Stewart’s The Fire on the

Australia in 1929 and settled here. He had a

Snow, a play in verse

big hit in local radio with Mrs ’Arris and Mrs

about Scott’s tragically

’Iggs (with Athol Tier) from 1934 until

heroic Antarctic

October 1940, when Tier died. Agar adapted

expedition. John Alden

the program to create Mrs ’Obbs, arguably the

died in 1962.

most successful comedy series on Australian
radio. It ran for 10 years (1941-1951) under
the sponsorship of Bonnington’s Irish Moss
cough remedy until Agar’s death. Dan Agar
made one known gramophone disc, two songs
from The Bing Boys on Broadway, recorded in
London for HMV on 16 March 1918. He
died in 1950.

John Alden
Born at Taree on the mid-north coast of New
South Wales in 1907. A subtle and dramatic
Shakespearian actor, his most convincing
performances were as Othello, Shylock and
King Lear. His major contribution to Australian
theatre was his courageous foundation, in 1948,
of a permanent Shakespearian group of
players, based somewhat on the lines of the
Page 18

Jim Bradley
Leading scriptwriter, journalist, and
occasional radio actor. He helped write The
Air Adventures of Hop Harrigan (1024 episodes)
and many other well-known Artransa soapies
and serials. Assistant Editor of Music Maker
magazine in the 1940s.

Kevin Brennan
Born 1921, died in the 1980s. Large actor
with rich deep voice, at home in drama and
comedy, on both radio and stage. Some key
roles included Laura (radio); Rose Without a
Thorn (television) and Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
(stage). From 1953-1959 he played in radio’s
Life with Dexter opposite Willie Fennell.
Kevin Brennan also starred in the radio

This fine musician, composer and arranger

Born Melbourne, 1924,

was born in Christchurch, New Zealand, in

daughter of stage parents

1911. She came to Australia in 1938 where

William and Dorothy

she joined the Humphrey Bishop Light

Perryman and elder sister

Opera Company, playing organ and writing

of actress Jill Perryman

choral arrangements. In 1941 she teamed

(born 1933). Diana was a

with composer-writer Hal Saunders, who

distinguished stage actress

management. In the late 1930s she worked on
radio in Dancing Through the Ages and Music
Hall Memories (in which she impersonated her
mum). In the 1930s she made a short talkie, Oh,

Walter Kingsley

A veteran of Humphrey Bishop touring
companies, dating back to at least 1921.
Appeared in the pioneer Australian talking
picture Show Girl’s Luck, made in 1931 with
Arthur Tauchert and
Fred Bluett.

Letty Craydon

helped produce the Bishop radio shows. The

who made her débuts at

pair wrote 1000 songs, of which 200 were

Sydney’s Independent

1887, younger brother of Humphrey Bishop.

published and recorded, including a stage

Walter Kingsley Bishop changed his stage
name to avoid confusion with that of his
brother. The Bishop brothers toured the world

and Minerva Theatres a
musical, Nex’ Town, for Peter Scriven, and the short while before recording with the Humphrey
score for a film, Always Another Dawn (1947). Bishop Company. Amongst her many leading

for many years before Walter arrived in

They also wrote for the Elizabethan Trust the radio roles were parts in Portia Faces Life, Life
first marionette show to play at the Sydney
with Dexter and The Air Adventures of Biggles.

Australia in 1920. He became a pioneer radio

Opera House, Tales from Noonameena. Iris

singer and also cut the first vocal gramophone
disc at Columbia’s Sydney Studio in July 1926

Mason was accompanist for Barry Humphries was in Shakespeare’s As You Like It with Roger
during tours of Australia, London, Hong
Climpson, which went to air in 1957.

(‘Just A Cottage Small’). For more than 60

Kong and New York. She died in 1979.

singers in Sydney. His repertoire included

having put down more than 500 titles between
1926 and about 1956. Up until about age 90
he was still giving singing lessons (one of his
pupils was vocalist Darryl Stewart). He was
invested with an MBE in 1977 for his services
to music and flew to Buckingham Palace to
meet the Queen for the occasion. During the
1970s and 1980s I used to visit Walter
Kingsley at his home at Camp Cove. It was a

a great flair for comedy.

Sydney heads. He often joked that his postal

Appeared in many

address was ‘Number 1, Sydney Harbour’.

Australian motion
pictures including Let

Phillip Lewis

George Do It (1938), Gone

Scriptwriter and actor who often worked for

also a talented writer and producer. She
married vaudeville dancer Ron Shand, who
later played Herbie in TV’s Number 96. Letty
appeared on the Sydney
Minerva stage in her
early years.

Lulla Fanning
Her mother was Maud
Fanning, a stage
performer. Lulla worked
in vaudeville with her

ON STAGE

One of her major ABC drama appearances

William Perryman
In the early 1920s joined the Midnight Frolics

A regular vocalist on many Humphrey Bishop Company, toured India, Java, China and
and wartime concerts. He broadcast frequently radio programs in the 1940s. He recorded
Japan for two years. Broadcaster on Radio
with the ABC and made many commercial
several 78rpm discs for the Macquarie label
3LO, Melbourne, in the 1920s. Played in
78rpm gramophone recordings. He remains
in Sydney in 1940, including ‘Roses Of
many J.C.Williamson stage musicals in the
one of the most recorded Australian singers,
Picardy’. In 1947 he was singing with Jim
1920s, including The Merry Widow, Lady of the

waterfront house and the first residence inside

Kangaroo (1952) and Smiley (1956). Letty was

Albert Miller

opera, oratorio, choral, variety shows, ballads

Diminutive actress with

to the Dogs (1939), Dad Rudd, M.P. (1940),

Diana Perryman

An eminent bass-baritone, born in England in

years Walter was one of the most prominent

Humphrey Bishop, one of the most

Theatre Royal, Sydney, Christmas 1922.

Iris Mason

Rickards Circuit and in revue under the Fuller

What a Night, with George Wallace.

Barbara Brunton

directed by Humphrey Bishop at the

two sisters. She appeared on the Harry

ABC radio, including The Screen Presents and
Out of the Bag (1941).

Mary Malone

Gussey and the ABC Dance Orchestra.

Zena Moller
A graduate from Sydney University with a
degree in Science, she became a singer and

Rose and Madame Pompadour. A regular on the
Tivoli Circuit in the 1930s. Bill Perryman spent
most of the 1940s as an announcer with Radio
2KY in Sydney. Dad of Diana and Jill Perryman.

scriptwriter. In 1932 she became Mrs Humphrey

Ina Preston

Bishop and started working in many of his

A promising young soprano, whose first name

ABC radio productions. The unhappy

was sometimes spelt Ena (which may be correct!).

couple were divorced in 1939 and in 1942

During World War II appeared in a number of

Zena married trumpeter Leon Amadio. It was

Humphrey Bishop radio musicals. On 4 May

his second marriage and the happy couple

1940 Ina sang the role of Mercedes in the Royal

remained together for 51 years until Leon’s

Philharmonic Society of Sydney production of

death in 1993. Zena appeared in opera with

Bizet’s Carmen, alongside Heather Kinnaird,

Florence Austral, Dino Borgioli and Harold

Walter Kingsley, Godfrey Stirling, Mildred

Williams. In 1938 she joined with Alf J. Lawrance Walker and Raymond Nilsson.
to write a stage musical called Weather Box.
Early on, Zena was promoted as ‘Australia’s

Ron Randell

Galli-Curci’.

Handsome Aussie actor
who became an international

Little is known about Ms Malone. However, a

Con Moreni

1945 newspaper report states she was a star

Vaudeville comedian who entertained Tivoli

and in Hollywood. Born

patrons in the 1920s.

Sydney, 1918, started on

performer at the Sydney Trocadero for a long
period with Dick Freeman’s All-Girl
Orchestra. Drummer Dick Freeman formed
this orchestra in May 1942 and it played an
active part in wartime entertainment at the
Troc. By 1944 Mary was singing with Athole
Atherfold’s Orchestra at the upmarket Rose’s
Restaurant in Sydney.
Autumn 2009

Frank Perrin
Had a minor role (as did Dan Agar) in the
1938 Ken G. Hall film comedy Let George Do

star, famous on Broadway

radio at 2KY in 1938. He
soon gained praise for
his stage and radio work,
including roles at the

It, starring George Wallace, Letty Craydon,

Minerva Theatre, Lux Radio Theatre, and the

Joe Valli and Alec Kellaway.

classic soapie When a Girl Marries. In 1946 he
starred in Smithy, a biopic about aviator
Page 19

*

Charles Kingsford Smith. His co-stars were
Muriel Steinbeck, John Tate, Joy Nichols,
Marshall Crosby and Alec Kellaway. It earned

Leila Richmond
Known as ‘The Champagne of Impersonators’

on the Sydney variety circuits. A cast member of
him a contract with Columbia Pictures and by acclaimed 1941 ABC radio show Out of the Bag.
1949 Ron Randall had settled in USA with a
name change to Randell. An impressive array
of theatre, television and motion picture roles
followed. On the American stage he appeared
in The Browning Version (1949), Candida
(1952), and The World of Suzie Wong (1958).
As a teenager I remember seeing him on stage
in Sydney in the 1950s at a rundown Haymarket
Theatre matinée of The Caine Mutiny Court
Martial. The cast almost outnumbered the
audience. A highlight of his Hollywood
cameos was when he portrayed Cole Porter
in MGM’s Kiss Me Kate (1953). Randell died
in Los Angeles in 2005.

Humphrey Bishop

1958 (aged 44) leaving behind a wife and 11

and Sydney, This fine actress starred in local

known serials in which he appeared include

Macquarie and

children.

feature movies such as A Son is Born and

Hagen’s Circus, Hart of the Territory and Tarzan.

Caltex. In 1950 he

Smithy (both 1946). With the arrival of

Film work included Ants in his Pants (1939),

won the Macquarie

television she played the main role in

Bitter Springs (1951) and Breaker Morant (1980).

Award for Leading

Autumn Affair (1958): Australia’s first locally-

Following several years working in the UK

Actor in The Devil’s

made soapie, it ran for more than 150

in film and TV, including Emergency Ward 10,

Disciple. His stage

episodes. Muriel Steinbeck died in 1982.

(1956–1963) he returned to Australia. His

work involved him

local television credits include Homicide (1973–

with J.C.Williamson’s,

1976) and Prisoner (1979–1986). In the mid-1950s

The Independent

Meritorious character

Charles Tingwell revealed his comic talent in

Theatre, Phillip Street

actor, born Coogee,

Bill Orr’s Phillip Street Revues in Sydney.

Muriel Steinbeck
Born 1920 in Broken

Wilbur Sampson

Hill, NSW—also the

Composer Wilbur Patey Sampson was born

birthplace of June

at Canterbury, Sydney, on 16 September 1913.

Bronhill and Chips

His parents were Salvation Army officers

Rafferty. Muriel had a

(his mother acted in the historic 1900

distinguished acting

Australian silent movie Soldiers of the Cross,

career spanning both

and she also made some of the costumes).

stage and radio. Joined

Wilbur composed extensively for motion

ABC radio in 1937.

pictures (Smiley Gets a Gun) and television

Often a leading lady in

Charles Tingwell

Sydney, 1923. Charles

Theatre and Sydney’s Elizabethan Theatre.
He was much applauded for his

(Bud) Tingwell joined

Allan Trevor

radio 2CH as a junior

A highly respected actor and author, born in

Cassius in Julius Caesar. From 1964 he was

radio announcer in

England, 1924, died Melbourne, 1969. A

involved in acting and writing for Crawford

1941 and Aladdin is

dominant leading actor in Perth in the 1940s

television productions in Melbourne,

most likely his earliest

and Sydney in the 1950s. Allan worked on

including Homicide, Hunter and Division 4.

radio recording. Well

many radio theatres, including Lux,

He died in November 1969, aged 46.

Shakespearian roles including Hamlet and

(Australian Walkabout). As a youth he started

Lux Radio Theatre plays. Played main roles

out as a trumpeter in a Salvation Army

in Hagen’s Circus and Bulldog Drummond.

band. Upon becoming a fireman he played

Many major theatrical stage roles in a wide

in a firemen’s band. He died of cancer in

range of productions, in both Melbourne

What do we know of the man who

Australian touring company included many

which went to air on the ABC in 1933–

produced and directed these historic radio

prominent stage stars, including Kitty

1934 included The Sundowners, Corroboree,

about 20 major programs, issued on more

giants in this field, such as Hector

musicals? Sadly, history has been unkind to

Reidy, George Ross, Fred Bluett, Gus Bluett,

Tour the Bush, Dad’s Windfall, Homeward

than 1000 radio discs, containing several

Crawford, William Flynn and Jack

Humphrey Bishop, with little reference to

Harry Avondale and Marie La Varre.

Bound, The Surprise Party and Sydney Goes

thousand musical numbers. These programs

O’Hagan.

Bush.

presented hundreds of leading Australian

his life and achievements in reference

In the early 1930s Humphrey worked

books. Don’t try tracking him down in any

for the newly formed Australian Broadcasting

of the Who’s Whos.

Commission (established 1932) as Producer
of Musical Shows and Light Entertainment.

Humphrey was born in London in 1884

The artist roster for Humphrey’s ABC

His output was prodigious including

exceeding the individual output of other

Throughout his long radio career,

musicians and singers, including Peter

Humphrey Bishop was known on air as

radio company included Dan Agar, Walter

Dawson, Marie Burke, Charles Norman,

‘The Showman’, a fitting description for a

Kingsley, Yvonne Banvard, Zena Moller,

Gladys Moncrieff, George Sorlie, Arnold

unique entertainment personality. ‘The

Bert Barton, Rene Dixon, Arthur Hemsley,

Matters, Angela Parselles, Strella Wilson,

Showman’ died at his Camp Cove, Sydney,

for his splendid bass voice. In the early 1900s

than 50 revues and musical comedies.

Charles Lawrence, Norman Hestelow, Loris

Max Oldaker, Marie Bremner, Minnie

home in November 1960, aged 76.

he began touring England and the Continent.

Many of these musical plays were inspired

Bingham, Les Coney, Eric Masters, Frank

Love, Lionel Cecil, Jenny Howard, Carrie

Record companies signed him up and his

by the On Our Selection rural humour of

Perrin, Evelyn Hall, Fred Whaite, Eileen

Moore, Rene Maxwell, Harold Williams

A big thank you for their help in the preparation

name became familiar on labels like John

Arthur Hoey Davis (1868–1935), written

Boyd and Joseph Post.

and Joan Sutherland.

of this article to: Alan Heinecke (who also

Bull, Pathé, Odeon, The Flag, Grammavox,

under the pen name of Steele Rudd, which

In 1937 Humphrey Bishop was recruited

and many more.

first appeared in the 1890s. These ‘Dad and

by Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia) Ltd.

Bishop radio programs survive in government

Melksham; the late Richard Lane, author of

Dave’ shows were produced by Humphrey

to produce musical programs for distribution

or private sound archives.

The Golden Age of Australian Radio (MUP,

and as a young man gained early recognition

Around 1914 he founded the Humphrey

In a two-year period he produced more

Humphrey Bishop— ‘The Showman’—as a

Bishop Opera and Musical Comedy Company

Bishop, with scripts by Edmund Barclay

on 16-inch broadcast discs, which he

young man.

which toured the world for the next 20

and music by Alf J. Lawrence. Shows

continued to do for the next 20 years.

Fortunately, most of the Humphrey

His library of musical shows is probably
the largest produced in Australia, even

restored the companion CD); Denis

1994); the late Walter Kingsley; and the late
Hal Saunders.

n

years until he finally settled in Australia. His

B

QPAC is now state-of-the-art

a painting by Judy Watson

Peter Pinne reports on the major upgrade of Brisbane’s performing complex.

titled ‘Midden Shell,

The work is based on

risbane audiences in the future will

lighting in the Concert Hall, which also has

venues have been significantly upgraded for

be able to see shows like The Lion

a new platform.

people with disabilities. While some seats

King and Billy Elliot, thanks to a

An army of 250 people worked

have been lost in the Concert Hall, the

new modular stage in the Lyric Theatre,

24-hours-a-day to get the venues ready for

Lyric has actually gained more, and will

which has been part of the $34.7m refit at

their re-openings, the Concert Hall on 11

now seat 2087.

QPAC (Queensland Performing Arts Centre),

March and the Lyric Theatre the following

said artistic director John Kostas as he launched

week on 18 March. The Lyric was launched

bigger bars, and new merchandising stalls.

the refurbishment on 10 March 2009.

with the première of the new production of

A feature of the foyer refurbishment is an

Chicago starring Caroline O’Connor, Sharon

artwork by Queensland Indigenous artist

and control systems in the pit, acoustic

Millerchip, Craig McLachlan, and Gina

Judy Watson. Described as a feature image

upgrades not only to the Lyric but also the

Riley.

treatment on stainless steel mesh, the

There have also been improved safety

Concert Hall, with a new fly system,
microphone winch system, and architectural
Page 20

New cross aisles in both venues make it
easier for patron access to seats, and both

Foyer upgrades include more seating,

artwork is installed on the sides of the new
central staircase and the Concert Hall.

ON STAGE

Shooting Star’ (2004) in
the collection of the
National Gallery of
Australia, Canberra.
The image is multilayered with a sense of
drifting nets, shell forms
and the dramatic element
of the shooting star.

The refurbished QPAC
Concert Hall
Photo: Peter Pinne
Autumn 2009
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Back on the street where they lived

I

Robert Foster, member of the original 1959 Australian My Fair Lady cast, was at the 2009 reunion.

t was December 1958. Every actor,

And so, on Monday 9 February, Her

Will Conyers supplied the afternoon’s

Robin Bailey, Australia’s original
Professor Higgins, died in 1999.
Here his son, Nick, shares his
memories of that production of
My Fair Lady.

Australia, but this time it was my father

I came back with my parents to the UK

playing Professor Higgins and I was

when I was 15, but Australia had obviously

extremely proud, particularly as the first

got into my system because at 20 I

night went so well.

emigrated, landing in Sydney at the

I remember Melbourne as being

beginning of 1968. I stayed for five years,

incredibly hot and humid. I got terribly

working in radio in Moree, Townsville and

singers presenting the ‘Ascot Gavotte’,

sunburnt the first weekend we were there

Brisbane, before returning to England in

everyone was on cue. Soon the foyer was

followed by Shaun Murphy’s brilliant

after lying in the sun at Black Rock for too

1973. My former wife is from Sydney, and

join the cast of the biggest musical of its

flooded with cast members, and there was

rendition of ‘On The Street Where You Live’.

long. It was so hot that I daren’t go out of

my three children have dual nationality.

time, My Fair Lady.

a line-up of ballet girls still looking as good

Then Reg Gorman romped through ‘Get

the house because just breathing in the air

as the day the show opened.

Me To The Church On Time’, with added

was too hard to take.

singer and dancer wanted a phone call,

Majesty’s doors opened at ‘3.30 for 4.00’—

entertainment. It began with six young

telegram or letter from Her Majesty’s

and just like the ‘pros’ they all were,

Theatre, hoping they would be chosen to

Not only did I get a telegram from
Betty Pounder telling me I was accepted as

When Stuart Wagstaff and Bunty Turner

support from every singer in the room.

My love of radio came from listening to
John Laws in Sydney when I was 14. I took

We initially stayed in the house of golfer

it seriously enough to make my own radio

a dancer in the production, but in 2009, 50

arrived together, I thought the staff would

Peter Thompson, before moving to a place

station, borrowing my father’s tape recorder.

years later, I received another call from

have to get out the mops to wipe up the

as those ‘old girls’ still managed to hit those

in Toorak, and later in Caulfield. I went to

So I have a lot to thank Australia for!

Her Majesty’s Theatre—this time I was

floods of tears.

high notes, lifting the theatre roof.

Christ Church Grammar School in South

invited to be part of the team to organise
the 50-year MFL Reunion at the theatre.

Nancye Hayes was there too. She was a
dancer in the original company, and has

And how those bosoms were heaving

To quote: ‘There wasn’t a dry anything
in the house.’

Nick Bailey

I lost track of the number of times I saw

It was an offer I immediately accepted.

recently triumphed as Mrs Higgins in the

My first thought was: how on earth do

latest Australian Opera production, with

Her Majesty’s, the theatre’s honorary

it must have been a dozen times. I

you find people you haven’t seen for 50

Reg Livermore as Henry Higgins (later

archivist Mary Murphy, and to Mike Walsh,

particularly remember the last night in

years? But thank goodness for networking!

succeeded by Richard Egan and then

for his generous support.

I adopted the ploy of telling one person and

William McInnes).

relying on them to pass on the news to their
friends, and so on and on.
Add an e-mail address, and support
from John Hamilton in the Herald Sun’s
Black and White column—and the message
soon got around.

Singers and actors were joined by

Cheers,

Yarra.

Thanks must go to the management of

And special thanks to Stuart Wagstaff

MFL, but overall, including the Sydney run,

I was only 11 when My Fair Lady opened in

Melbourne, with streamers and a very

Melbourne, but I remember being terribly

moving speech from my father.

Nick is a popular presenter on the top
British classical music station Classic FM.
You can hear him online at www.classicfm.co.
uk

(Sydney), Audrey Davis (Melbourne),

excited at the first night. I had seen MFL

veteran stage technicians John Mascetti and

Rosemary Moyston (Perth), Ros and Peter

once before with Rex Harrison and Julie

some very good friends, but within a few

Foster, Jack Bell, Mary Murphy, Nick

Max Morrison, there to represent the

Grose, who travelled from France to be

Andrews at Drury Lane before we went to

months I was immersed in the Sydney life.

Bailey and Geoff Westcott.

production side of the show.

there, and to Maggie Frost who sent photos

The reunion itself was held in the Melba
Room, the grand Dress Circle foyer, where

I hated leaving Melbourne as I’d made

Compiled with assistance from Robert
n

from Greece.

In the limelight

A truly wonderful event!

Out and about among the Who’s Been Seen Where on the theatre scene.

Clockwise from left: Her Majesty’s Theatre
archivist Mary Murphy welcomes guests to
the reunion. Nancye Hayes, a dancer in the
original production, and now Australia’s latest
Mrs Higgins. Backstage veterans John Mascetti
(left) and Max Morrison. Left to right: Stuart
Wagstaff, Zoltan Kaparthy in the original
production, then taking over the role of
Higgins from Robin Bailey, with the original
Eliza, Bunty Turner, and Robert Foster,
organiser of the MFL reunion. Shaun Murphy
leads the guest in a chorus of ‘On The Street
Where You Live’.
Photos: Jack Bell and Frank Van Straten.
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Rhonda Burchmore salutes brilliant drag artiste Vivien St James at the

Dame Elisabeth Murdoch chats with Jeanne Pratt at the launch of the

Hollywood-style wake held in her honour at the Greyhound Hotel,

Production Company’s 2009 season at ‘Raheen’ on 31 March 2009.

n

St Kilda, on 11 March. See ‘Exeunt’, page 47.
Photograph by courtesy of Alan Mayberry.
Autumn 2009
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Winging it
In Part 7 of her account of Arthur Wing Pinero’s plays in Australia, Elisabeth Kumm documents the farce
The Magistrate, one of his greatest successes.

M

uch has been written about The

by horseplay and bodily assault in contrived

skylight. The following morning, still dazed

Magistrate and its place in the

and highly improbable situations. It must,

and confused, Posket inadvertently sentences

development of farce as one of

however, retain its hold on humanity, even if

Agatha, Charlotte, Lukyn and Vale to seven

only in depicting the grosser faults of mankind,

days in jail.

the most popular forms of theatrical
expression in late 19th century

The Magistrate

Britain. Farce had been popular since

represented a significant

medieval times, but it was not until

advancement on Pinero’s

the mid-1800s that the first full length

earlier plays, The Rocket

farcical plays emerged. An exception

and In Chancery, and on its

to this generalisation is in the plays of

first production in London

Richard Brinsley Sheridan and Oliver

it ran for 363 consecutive

Goldsmith in the 1700s, though their

performances. Of the

plays were more correctly subtitled

piece, Pinero later told

‘satirical comedies’.

an American interviewer:

Prior to this time, farces were

‘The Magistrate is a farce,

usually one act in length and written

pure and simple. It is an

as curtain-raisers or afterpieces in

attempt—and has been

support of other full-length plays,

cordially received as

such as a five-act tragedy or

such by the London

Shakespearean revival. A large

press—to raise farce a little

proportion of them were adapted

from the rather low

Clockwise from above: The Tallis Foundation’s

from French vaudevilles (a term

pantomimic level to which

Anthony Knight, left, with Daniel Niceski,

which in the middle of the 19th

it has lately fallen. I have

winner of this year’s Florence Young

century was used to denote slight,

treated it upon lines as

Scholarship, at the National Theatre awards

short and amusing plays), though it

artistic as possible, thinking,

night, 20 March 2009. Daniel, 25, is a Third-

was the ‘plot machinery’ that was

as I do, that farce should

year National Theatre Diploma of Arts

copied, not the subject matter, which

have as substantial and

(Acting) student. The scholarship is

usually concerned marital infidelity,

presented annually by the Tallis Foundation in

which was a taboo subject on the

reasonable a backbone as
a serious play.’4

memory of Australian musical comedy star

British stage. One-act British farces were

Florence Young.

generally ‘ephemeral productions’, but

Marilyn Jones

obe, winner

many of them ‘achieved a great success,

of the Green

Room Awards’ 2009 Lifetime Achievement
Award, with GRAA panel member Robert
Whitehead, after the presentation at the Art
Centre Playhouse on 20 April.
Young music theatre performer Caleb Rixon
announcing the winner of the award for
New Australian Musical. Caleb, who
graduated from WAAPA in 2007, suffered a

Arthur Cecil as The Magistrate, London, 1885.
otherwise it degenerates into burlesque.3

The Magistrate was not written with any
particular comedian in mind, though it has
been suggested that Pinero did hope to have

mainly through the acting of some
particular comedian’.1 Notable examples

‘French’ farces of the day, The Magistrate, an

Theatre, where the farcical comedy The

include W.T.Lewis as Jeremy Diddler in

original work, is superior in its handling of

Raising the Wind (1803) and Charles James

character and situation. The plot of The

Private Secretary was enjoying a phenomenal
run.5

Mathews as Plumper in Cool as a Cucumber

Magistrate centres on a highly respectable

(1851).

magistrate, Mr Posket, who is persuaded by

management at the Court Theatre, where

The first original three-act farce to be

his 14-year-old stepson, Cis, to accompany

produced in England has been identified as

him to the Hôtel de Prince, where Cis has

Pinero’s comedy The Rector had been
produced in March 1883.6 It seems that at

W.S.Gilbert’s Tom Cob; or, Fortune’s Toy,

engaged a private room.

the time the management of the Court

Although similar in structure to the

Charles Hawtrey produce it at the Globe

It was, however, accepted by the

which opened at the St James’s Theatre on
24 April 1875.2 Subtitled a ‘farcical

also at the restaurant, having gone there to

and John Clayton and Arthur Cecil were in

comedy’, Gilbert’s play featured G.W.Anson

meet an old friend, Colonel Lukyn, whom

need of a new piece that would revive their

as the hapless Cobb, who is a chronic victim

she fears may inadvertently reveal to her

flagging fortunes. When The Magistrate

been preparing for a role in the new

Matt Hetherington gives a preview of his

of bad luck. When Pinero came to write The

husband (who is her second) that she is older

opened on 21 March 1885, it proved an

production of Chicago. This was Caleb’s first

portrayal of small-time crook Freddy Benson

Magistrate, he subtitled it a ‘farce’—the first

than she claims to be, and consequently her

instantaneous success, and the beginning of

appearance since his illness. (For a full

in the new musical Dirty Rotten Scoundrels, part

time that the term had been applied to a

son is older too!

a long and fruitful relationship between

coverage of the Green Room Awards, see

of the Production Company’s 2009 season

full-length play.

page 35.)

launched at ‘Raheen’ on 31 March.

severe aneurism in November last year,
shortly after completing a run in Altar Boyz.
He underwent eight hours of surgery and
was on the critical list for many days. He had
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‘Farce’ may be defined as: A form of

n

popular comedy in which laughter is raised
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Coincidently, Agatha, Posket’s wife, is

Chaos ensues when the police raid the
restaurant, and everyone is arrested except

Theatre had been experiencing a slowdown

Pinero and the Court Theatre.
The original cast comprised:

Posket and Cis, who escape through a
Page 25

Mr Posket: Arthur Cecil

run, Herbert Beerbohm Tree played Posket

Mr Bullamy: Fred Cape

while Arthur Cecil was on holidays.

In Australia, exactly a month after its

Archille Blond: Denbeigh Newton

American première, The Magistrate opened in

Isidore: Mons Clifford

show off the company’s abilities.
Once again, quoting the critic of The

Melbourne. Unlike Pinero’s exchange of

Mr Wormington: H.W.Bennett

Argus: ‘Each of the dramatis personae fitted

Captain Horace Vale: Fred Kerr

Pinero sent a letter to Augustin Daly in New

letters with Daly, no similar exchange seems

Inspector Messiter: Alfred Rolfe

the delineator as accurately as if the piece

Cis Farringdon: H. Eversfield

York, hoping to interest him in the play. In

to exist between Pinero and J.C.Williamson,

Sergeant Lugg: George Bryant

had been written specially for the company;

Achille Blond: Mr Chevelier

due course it was arranged for Pinero to travel

who staged the first production of The

Constable Harris: Mr Ryan

and…there was not a hitch or an

Isidore: Mr Deane

to the USA to supervise the production at Daly’s

Magistrate in Australia. A copy of Pinero’s

Mr Wormington: Gilbert Trent

Theatre. It

Inspector Messiter: Albert Sims

opened on 7

Sergeant Lugg: Mr Lugg

October 1885,

Constable Harris: Mr Burnley

and stayed for

Wyke: Mr Fayre

75

Agatha Posket: Mrs John Wood

performances.

Colonel Lukyn: John Clayton

Charlotte Verrinder: Marion Terry

A few days after the London opening,

Principal

Beattie Tomlinson: Rose Norreys

roles were

Popham: Miss La Costa

played by

‘…the remarkable smoothness
and rapid flow of the
performance denoting careful
rehearsals, and rendering the
office of the prompter, to all
appearances a perfect sinecure.’

11. The Argus, 9 November 1885, p. 6.

Australian producers

Charlotte Verrinder: Florence Trevelyan

the performance denoting careful

Bibliography

however may be

Beattie Tomlinson: Nina Boucicault

rehearsals, and rendering the office of the

found in the

Popham: Emma Chambers

J.C.Williamson

Of the acting, Robert Brough was

prompter, to all appearances a perfect
sinecure.’11

Collection at the Arts

praised for his ‘admirable piece of stage

Centre’s Performing

portraiture’ whereby he ‘presents the

playing to crowded houses for almost two

Arts Collection. The

magistrate to us an elderly gentleman of

months, breaking only for a special concert

royalty agreement

irreproachable tenure, with an admirable

on Christmas Day.

The Magistrate had an exceptional run,

scrupulous conscience, and a vacillating

enthusiastic. As the reviewer in The Times

(Agatha), John Drew (Colonel Lukyn), Otis

play in the Australian colonies for a period

will; easily dominated by his imperious

Footnotes:

observed: ‘The French monopoly of farcical

Skinner (Captain Vale) and May Irwin

of five years from

wife, and by his fast stepson’. Florence

1. Hartnoll, p. 272.

intrigue is at last threatened, however, in a

(Popham). The one exception was Edward

14 July 1885’. WG&M paid £100 for the rights

Trevelyan, as Agatha’s younger sister,

2. Huberman, p. 22.

quarter where danger could hardly have

H Bell, who played the role of Cis

and agreed to a fee of £3 sterling to be paid
for each night they performed the play.10

Charlotte, also presented a well-rounded

3. Hartnoll, p. 272.

Continued in the next edition of On Stage.

been looked for. On Saturday evening the

Farringdon. Bell had originally been selected

hitherto staid and respectable Court Theatre

to play the role in London, but had been

produced an original three-act farce by Mr

unable to accept the role due to a previous

performed by members of the Royal Comedy

unsatisfied hunger’. Her ‘stage business’ was

Pinero entitled The Magistrate, which for

engagement. Daly had originally wanted to

Company at the Bijou Theatre, Melbourne,

also highly commended. As the 14-year-old,

opened at the Prince’s Theatre, London,

deftness of construction, ingenuity, and

cast Ada Rehan in the role of the boy, but

on 7 November 1885:

going on 19, Dion Boucicault was perfectly

on 29 March 1884, and was transferred

genuine fun equals, if it does not exceed,

Pinero objected and threatened to take the
play away from him.8
in New York are well documented by letters
from Pinero to Daly.9

The first Australian production was

and believable portrait of ‘the sentimental
maiden who is suffering from the pangs of

4. The New York Times, 26 September 1885,
p. 5.
5. The Private Secretary had originally

Mr Posket: Robert Brough

cast. His short stature helped immensely in

to the Globe Theatre from 19 May 1884.

Mr Bullamy: Herbert Flemming

carrying off the impersonation of ‘the

It ran for a total of 785 performances.

Colonel Lukyn: G.S.Titheradge

young scapegoat with the overflowing

Captain Horace Vale: Hans Phillips

vitality and animal spirits’.

Cis Farringdon: Dion Boucicault

The Magistrate was the perfect vehicle to

Carrillo Gantner: a life in the arts

W

Arts Collection, Arts Centre, Melbourne.

the remarkable smoothness and rapid flow of

with the ‘sole right of representation of the

from grossness and its fidelity to English
notions of the humorous.’7 During the initial

10. JCW Royalty Agreements, Performing

unnecessary pause from beginning to end;

including James Lewis (Posket), Ada Rehan

Details pertaining to the play’s production

Arthur Pinero, pp. 77-84.

Agatha Posket: Jenny Watt-Tanner

disposition, a nervous temperament, a

years, while superior to all in its freedom

9. J.P.Wearing, The Collected Letters of Sir

Wyke: Harry Daniels

provides Williamson, Garner and Musgrove

any French piece of the kind seen in recent

8. John Drew, p. 110.

contract with the

members of Daly’s stock company,
Reviews for the first performance were

7. The Times, 23 March 1885, p. 8.
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Keep yourself nice
More from the BBC Variety Programmes Policy Guide, published in the late 1940s

esley College, Melbourne,

than 40 professional productions, and

is inviting Theatre Heritage

has also enjoyed a fascinating journey

Australia members to hear

from actor to administrator and leader

Impersonations

below but should be checked from time to

All impersonations need the permission of

memory or whose relations may still be

in the arts.

time with the Variety Booking Manager. A

the people being impersonated and producers

alive, should normally be avoided

double check by producers as to permission

From the boards to the Board—a life in the

must assure themselves that this has been

altogether. In any event only exceptional

Adelaide Festival, Playbox Theatre, the

is advisable in these cases:

CUB Malthouse Theatre development,

given before allowing any to be broadcast.

cases will be considered and the permission

arts.

arts guru Carrillo Gantner AO deliver

the 2009 Samuel Alexander Lecture:

Carrillo’s lecture will focus on the

He has held key positions with the

Artists’ repertoires of impersonations

Melbourne International Comedy

are usually restricted to:

Gracie Fields,

of surviving relations, if any, must always

Vera Lynn,

be obtained.

central importance of the arts in our

Festival, the Australia Council and the

lives and his own unique artistic journey.

Victorian College of the Arts. He has

(a) leading public and political figures;

been president of the Victorian Arts

(b) fellow artists.

Renee Houston,

As to (a) the Corporation’s policy is

Generally speaking the use of expletives

Centre Trust since 2000.

Jeanne de Casalis (Mrs Feather),

against broadcasting impersonations of

and forceful language on the air can only

Nat Mills and Bobbie,

Supper will be served in the Cato Room

elder Statesmen, e.g. Winston Churchill,

be justified in a serious dramatic setting

Councillor from 1996-1999 and is the

Harry Hemsley.

President of the Myer Foundation and

and leading political figures. Any others in

where the action of the play demands them.

at Wesley’s St Kilda Road Campus.

Very occasionally the question arises of

this category should invariable be referred.

They have no place at all in light

Chairman of the Sidney Myer Fund.

The lecture will by presented at
Ormond Hall, Moubray Street, Prahran
on Tuesday 26 May 2009 at 7pm.

Bookings are essential and should be
emailed to: alexanderlecture@
wesleycollege.net
Carrillo has had a distinguished
career in the arts. He has acted in more
Page 26

He also served as a Melbourne City

In 2007, he was named Victorian of

As to (b) there is no objection, but

Ethel Revnell (with our without
Gracie West),

Expletives

the impersonation of people now dead. There is,

entertainment and all such words as God ,

of course, no possible objection to the

Good God, My God, Blast, Hell, Damn,

the Year in recognition of his leading

certain artists have notified the Corporation

portrayal or caricature of historic figures of

that no unauthorised impersonations may

Bloody, Gorblimey, Ruddy, etc., Etc.,

role in cultural and philanthropic

the remote past, but the impersonation of

be broadcast. The present list is given

should be deleted from scripts and

people who have died within living

innocuous expressions substituted.

service to Victoria.

n
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Letters to the Editor
Vale Bill French

Australia back in the late 1950s in

Victor Borge, Oistrakh, Menuhin,

I met Bill French through his then wife

Maryborough at Radio 4MB. He was a

Katharine Hepburn, My Fair Lady,

very talented guy. One of the radio shows

Oklahoma!, South Pacific, The Pajama Game,

that we did which was Reg’s idea was With

the Shakespeare Stratford and Old Vic

a Smile and a Song, a mixture of comedy

companies, the Borovansky Ballet, not to

and music. Reg also wrote a song called

mention the Gilbert and Sullivan operas—to

‘The Wog’ and one day I played a tape of it

name but a few.

Sheila Bradley, with whom I had worked
on Mame. Not long after, I was touring with
Canterbury Tales, and while the show was
running in Sydney, Sheila mentioned that
Bill was starting to teach singing, and had
opened a studio. This was great news to
me, as most of the available teachers at the
time seemed to be of the dowager empress
vintage, probably famous for their Katisha
many moons prior, and not really tuned to
the needs of the emerging musicals, which
required a range of styles.
I found Bill to be a terrific coach of the
needs of the male voice and the male
performer in the genre. His experience and
ability to demonstrate on the spot gave him
authority and impact far in advance of
other teachers.
I believe there is a continuing dearth of

to Reg Lindsay while he was on a visit to
Maryborough. Some months later it was

state worked against them, at one time

released as a 45 rpm record. In winter

slapping a crippling double entertainment

when radio reception was good, Reg and I

tax on live performances. Think of the vast

used to dial-twiddle to see if we could find

expense of bringing out from Europe whole

a radio station playing ‘The Wog’. I think

opera and theatre companies—the transport

we heard it once!

costs alone were enormous! The financial

Ten years ago I was compere of a local
government dinner in Bundaberg and
and we had a chat about our 4MB days.

their own trumpets, but modestly worked

Jean was a councillor on the Dalby

under the umbrella of J.C. Williamson’s,

Council. Reg lived life to the fullest and

‘The Firm’, that was perhaps their only

was a fun guy to be with.

failing. But that is no reason why HMT in

- Michael McCrae,
Bundaberg, Queensland

Taits missing in action
- John Preston,
Seddon, Victoria

Her Majesty’s Theatre has brought out a
clever and colourful brochure Celebrating
120 Years. And it rightly pinpoints the
skilful direction of J.C.Williamson, but he
died in 1913—so who ran the theatre

Vale Reg Evans (1)
In 1959, when I was at High School here in
Maryborough, Reg Evans was a radio
announcer here for 4MB. Three of the
4MB announcers—Reg, Michael McCrea
and Tony Schmidt—were very funny
together. They were in quite a few amateur
revues together. While he was an
announcer at 4MB, Reg wrote the song
‘The Wog’. It started off, ‘I’m not working
today I’ve got the wog, given up smoking
and gone off the grog…’ It was recorded
by (I think) Reg Lindsay. In the early 1960s
he appeared in Maryborough with the
Young Elizabethan Players.
- Denis Melksham,
Maryborough, Queensland

Vale Reg Evans (2)

between then and 1965?
Nominally ‘The Firm’ of J.C.Williamson’s.

not sound a fanfare and remember these
Taits, who gave pleasure to millions with
the music, theatre and entertainment they
bought to this continent.

Pantos on the air
I was most entertained by the CD of Ali Baba
the Summer 2009 edition of On Stage, in

no mention of Sir Frank Tait, who was for

addition to Peter Burgis’s informative article

40 years managing director and controlled

on the Humphrey Bishop radio pantomimes.
Of course AWA’s publicity blurb that
Ali Baba was ‘Australia’s first recorded

productions and repertoire, a

So why are the Tait brothers
not mentioned for the 40 years of
providing the best plays, music and

The Age Literary Editor has declined to
publish my account of how Humphries, after

One such early example that I came

his return to Melbourne in August 1957 to

across in one of my grandfather’s old radio

play in my production of Waiting for Godot,

magazines is Australiana—A Radio Pantomime

had decided to bury the character of Edna

by Johnny Marks that was broadcast live

Everage. It goes on to describe how, under

from the Melbourne studios of 3LO (and

my direction, the character was resurrected,

on relay to other ABC radio stations

nurtured and refashioned through several

interstate) on Thursday, 22 December 1932

phases until, in her Amazonian persona, she

from 8.00 –9.30pm (below left). Not only

exploded onto the stage in the Rock’n Reel

was it notable for its Australian setting and

Revue which I produced and presented at

characters, but also for the topical name

the New Theatre in August 1958.

given to its villain—Demon Depression.

would not have had Pavlova,
Chaliapin, Olivier, Paderewski,
Melba, Sutherland in opera, the
young Pavarotti, Margot Fonteyn,

In that same revue Sandy Stone first

very busy month for the pantomime’s

encouragement and enterprise Barry would

there. I think she’d take the opportunity to

indefatigable producer Frank D. Clewlow,

have preferred to keep Sandy as a private joke.

have a quick sherry!

because the same edition of Wireless Weekly

The real story is exciting. Runs to about

She concentrated on instilling light and

also noted that on the prior Tuesday (20th),

40 000 words. I offer it, free of charge,

shade in your voice, on rising and falling

Clewlow had not only produced a full-scale

although not without reserving my copyright,

inflections, and techniques to change the

live broadcast of Oscar Asche and Frederic

to anyone interested in sending me an email

voice’s tone and colour.

Norton’s ‘musical tale of the East’, Chu Chin

at peteros19@yahoo.co.uk. I shall be happy

Chow, from the Melbourne studios of 3LO,

to send the story as an email attachment. If

Blondie White at Sydney and Lorna

but had also enacted the role of the robber

I am faced with an avalanche of requests, I

Turnbull’s Melbourne Repertory Theatre in

chief Abu Hassan in Asche’s popular

may have to call it a day after I have

Middle Park. The regular director, Tom

adaptation of the tale of Ali Baba set to

responded to, say, 20 requests.

Sutterby, had died, and Lorna took his

Norton’s music.

- Peter O’Shaughnessy,
- Robert Morrison,

Winchester, UK.

In 1948 I was cast in The Strange Case of

place. She had appeared there in 1944 in
Ivor Novello’s Comedienne, and had worked
with Syd Turnbull in many plays at the

East Doncaster, Victoria

Theatre Lovers’ Club from 1941.
I ran into Lorna again in 1955 when we

Waiting for Edna

I was pleased to see Peter Stephenson Jones’

were both cast in Separate Tables, working

A theatre friend has sent me a DVD of a

tribute to the wonderful Lorna Forbes in

alongside Sir Ralph Richardson, Meriel

programme broadcast by ABC television

On Stage, Summer 2009.

Forbes, Dame Sybil Thorndike and Sir Lewis

on 12 February on the career of Barry

I had the privilege of studying with her.

Casson. Sir Ralph was so impressed with

Humphries. Its omissions are so glaring as

It was shortly after my discharge from war

Lorna that he offered to help her get a start

to amount to a gross distortion of theatre

service. I was working in an insurance

in London, but she decided to stay here.

history. Watching the program, that

office, and decided to take lessons in what

insidious word ‘Revisionism’ seemed to me

we’d now call ‘voice production’. Lorna

(1959) in which she played Mother Burnside,

the appropriate one.

Forbes was highly respected, and regarded

The Music Man (1960), in which she was

as the best teacher in Melbourne.

Eulalie Mackecknie Shinn, and The Sound of

She taught in a tiny room in a building in

I later worked with Lorna on Auntie Mame

Music (1961), when she was Frau Schmidt.

Humphries has totally airbrushed me out

Bourke Street, near Queen Street. I had a lesson

of the most critical period in his career,

once a week for about a year. I think it was

was ill. She had a nice house in the

virtually reinvented himself. He’s been

about five shillings for a 30-minute session.

Canterbury area.

I particularly remember Lorna’s

I remember going to see her when she

There she was, propped up in bed,

beautiful voice. It had remarkable colour

puffing away on a cigarette. She died not

said to me, ‘Barry can never forgive you for

and flexibility. It reminded me of an

long after that. I don’t think she ever got

being his dad.’ I suppose that about sums it

orchestra—a collection of textures gently

over the loss of her son in the war.

up. In order to find independence, young

woven together. It was not pushed or forced,

people sometimes have to throw off what

but nevertheless she had ‘command’.

they see as the yoke of bondage to a
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The Music Man (1960).
even smaller anteroom and listen to me from

Our mutual friend, David Boyd, once

Without the Taits Australia

Lorna Forbes as Eulalie Mackecknie Shinn in

appeared on the stage. Without my

December of 1932 was evidently a

doing this for years now.

musicals of that vast time space?

Kreisler, Heifetz, Danny Kaye,

for posterity.

the role of the artist as a young man,

knighted.

worked with Reg Evans when he came to

he hasn’t.

Australian radio and, hence, went unrecorded

In the portrait he paints of himself in

formidable task for which he was

Marcel Marceau, Gracie Fields,

productions that were broadcast ‘live’ on

The sound of Lorna

the five Tait brothers; in particular there is

which included the choice of performers,

been able to do that, and it shocks me that

London, England

and the Forty Thieves that was included with

the running of Her Majesty’s Theatre,

the age of 75, Humphries ought to have

fact that there were earlier pantomime

- John Amis,

But you will search in vain for the names of

Tony Schmidt, Graham Watt and I both
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particular, and Australia in general, should
pioneer impresarios and entrepreneurs, the

offered—something I pointed out to NIDA’s
The industry can never have enough

If the Tait Brothers (and Sir George
Tallis—no mention of him either) did not blow

sort of training and inspiration that Bill

Bill Frenchs.

risks taken were giant.

Reg’s former wife, Jean, came over to me

talented male role models to provide the

new director recently!

All this with no state support; in fact the

pantomime for radio’ doesn’t negate the

She was doing a lot of radio plays for the

parent, or an elder, or a mentor. In time,

ABC and she’d have me work from one of

they usually restore a true perspective. At

her scripts. Sometimes she’d retire into an

Autumn 2009

She was a great lady. Thank you,
Miss Forbes.
- Harry Starling,
Hawthorn, Victoria n
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The Sentimental Bloke

All their own work
A new regular On Stage feature for THA members preparing publications or websites
to give them the
opportunity to communicate with other members.

In the second part of his coverage of the musical version of The Sentimental Bloke, Peter Pinne spotlights the
life and work of its creators, Albert Arlen and Nancy Brown.

Gae Anderson launched

proofs of Florence Young and

Tivoli King, her new

the Golden Years of Australian

biography of vaudeville

Musical Theatre, a lavishly

entrepreneur Harry

illustrated biography of the

Rickards, in Sydney on 20

golden-voiced Australian

May. It’s available at

stage favourite who

Albert Aaron in Pyrmont, Sydney on 10

specialised outlets and

followed in the footsteps of

January 1905. His father came from Persia

online at www.allambiepress.

Nellie Stewart and paved

and his mother from India. Very

com.au.

the way for Gladys

early in his career he adopted the surname

wanted to buy for Grace Moore. Arlen,

Moncrieff. The book will be

Arlen, and used it throughout the ’30s and

aware of the many changes Hollywood

published by The Tallis

’40s. He legally adopted it on 16 July
1948.25

usually made with scripts, declined the offer.

Robin Grow, president of
ADMS, The Art Deco and

Melbourne Art Deco, his

Florence Young and Harry Rickards

definitive study of this city's spectacular art
postage) to Robert at Unit 1, 8 Leura Street,

historical photographs and dozens of new

East Doncaster 3109; robmorri@optusnet.

full-colour images by David Thompson. The

com.au; 9842 7830.

book will feature a stunning double-page

Arlen studied at the Sydney Conservatorium

playing in the pit for silent movies, and in
cinema orchestras and dance bands. He

the Arts Theatre produced his play Twilight

backstreet sweetshop to track down a gang

returned to Australia three years later and

in 1935. Two years later his controversial

formed the ‘Trio de Paris’ with Wilfred

satirical comedy, The Son of the Grand Eunuch,

Thomas (baritone) and Ernest Long (violin),

based on the French novel by Charles Pettit,

playing popular French songs and violin

was presented at the same theatre on 14

1923 and found work as a professional pianist

J.C.Williamson’s.
Ian Williams has launched a new web site
about the Regent Theatre, Melbourne:

—150 pages of text and photos of Australian

technical problems prevented the internet

THA members are invited to contribute

circus history—for $40 including postage.

news of their projects to this column. Email

THA members on CD. Send $5 (includes

T

Frank Van Straten is checking the final

post to Theatre Heritage Australia, PO Box
382, Malvern, Victoria 3141.

n

solos on 2FC.
He studied piano in Paris in 1929, and
from 1930 until 1939 played several small
roles in London, in repertory, and in the
provinces. In 1932–33 he toured in a
production of Noël Coward’s Bitter Sweet.
His first musical commission came when he
was touring as an actor in the

he arts receive a total of $69m in

over two years to support innovative

Youth Arts Centre, the Malthouse and the

the 2009–10 Victorian State Budget.

business and audience development

farce High Temperature. The

Australian Centre for Contemporary Art.

‘The emphasis is on securing the

initiatives that help performing arts

director thought the piece

companies attract new audiences and

audiences to visit exhibitions and creating

become more sustainable. Includes support

local jobs,’ says Arts Minister Lynne Kosky.

for ‘Test Drive the Arts’ and for the small

‘We’re focussing on maintaining activity
and facilities, building the sustainability of
the arts sector, creating opportunities for
local artists and small companies, and
ensuring a diverse array of high quality,
accessible programming and exhibitions.’
The major allocations are:
Victorian Opera: $6.2m over four
years, to support an additional annual
mainstage production (up from 3 to 4),
commission new work, provide additional
opportunities for local artists, and deliver
education and artist development programs.
Arts Audience Expansion: $500k
Page 30

your news to victt@bigpond.net.com, or

No surprises in Arts Budget

future of our cultural icons, encouraging

independent performing arts sector website,
‘TheatreAlive’.
The Arts Centre: $4m over two years to
support innovative programming aimed at
increasing audience numbers and diversity,
focussing on providing free and low cost events;
$19m over three years for operational
maintenance and technology upgrades.
Cultural Asset Maintenance Fund:
$21.5m over four years to support the
maintenance of 23 state-owned facilities
including the State Library, the National
Gallery of Victoria, Circus Oz, St Martin’s

would make a good musical

State Library of Victoria: $4.1m

and asked Arlen to write a

over four years to support the slv21

score for it. He obliged, and

initiative, which increases access to

the production was later

resources and collections; $1m for

recast with musical theatre

planning the restoration of Queen’s Hall.

performers, and continued to
tour.26

Geelong Performing Arts Centre:
$3m over two years to upgrade facilities

Arlen followed with the

at the Ford Theatre and associated

musicalisation of another

rehearsal spaces.

farce, Ladies’ Night, which also
toured. Both were
successes.27

Physical Theatre Development :
$500k to support the development of the

During this period Arlen

physical theatre sector, including an
examination of the accommodation needs
of Circus Oz.
Full details are available at: www.arts.
vic.gov.au

getting good notices. The Times said it was

backers withdrew their investment. The show have talent’, and The Stage thought it ‘fun’.
The farcical plot had a Blackpool family man
never went ahead.28
Arlen had his first London success when with a taste for criminology leave his

He travelled to London in November

Robert Morrison tells us that because

Summer 2009), he’s making it available to

previewed at Richmond on 24 July 1939,
‘an amusing adventure’ and that ‘the authors

com.au or 9017 6195.

Elanora, Qld 4221; 07 5598 1646.

Cyril Butcher. With a large cast of 20, it

George V died in January 1936, and the

Ian can be contact at regenthr@westnet.

composer Leslie Stuart (see On Stage,

rehearsal as a London stage production with

Arlen had more success with Counterfeit,
a comedy thriller that he wrote in 1938 with

to India.

just self published Pages from my Scrapbook

Contact Mervyn at 1 Boya Court,

Later, in late 1935, the show went into

that the Lord Chamberlain stepped in and
banned it after several performances.29

Florence’s brother-in-law Sir

Nairn, Circus Man, was so successful, he has

streaming of his broadcast tribute to

and embarrassing for the stage, so much so

Marie Burke in the lead. Unfortunately King

www.regenttheatremelbourne.com.

Majesty's Theatre.

joys of love, was deemed to be too candid

and after graduating moved with his family

Because Mervyn Nairn’s first book, Mervyn

spread of the restored interior of Her

of Grand Eunuch and refuses to sacrifice the

former holiday house of
George Tallis, long-time chairman of

deco heritage. Robin's book will include

chosen to succeed to the honourable office

career in London as an actor,

playwright and composer. He was born

Beleura, Mornington, the

arranging publication of

The story, about a poetic lover who is

Albert Arlen had had a successful

Foundation, custodian of

Modernism Society, is

P

and long-winded to the point of boredom’.

rior to writing The Sentimental Bloke,

n
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also busied himself writing
plays and musicals.
In 1935 he wrote the
musical Stardust which
Hollywood studio MGM
Autumn 2009

of criminals in London. Mark Stone as the
Lancashire lad, Joss Entwhistle, and Laura
Smithson as his wife, Maggie, were said to
be ‘as jolly a couple as the North Country

January 1937. The Times called it a ‘subtle and has put on the stage’.
The show transferred to the Duke Of
amusing satire’, but The Stage found it ‘dull

York’s Theatre in the West End, opening on

Albert Arlen, right, with Sir Dallas and Lady Brooks
at the world premiere of The Sentimental Bloke
in Canberra on 7 March 1961. Sir Dallas, then
Governor of Victoria, was acting as Administrator
of the Commonwealth of Australia.

2 September 1939, with two added scenes
and two new characters, played by Stringer
Davis and Charles Hawtrey, who later
became famous for his roles in the Carry On
films. This time The Times called it ‘unpretentious
agreeable entertainment’. They
liked Stone as Entwhistle and
Hawtrey for his scene in drag at
the opera. It played 22
performances until it closed due
to the outbreak of World War II.
Arlen’s first association with
the BBC came in 1936 with the
radio series, Songs You Might
Never Have Heard, a program
that featured twin pianos (Arlen
was on one and Peggy
Cochrane on the other), which
played for 16 episodes during
1936–7. He co-authored the
theme song with Bruce Sievier.
Three years later he was back
at the BBC writing the music
for four radio musical plays,
Dolores, Words and Music,

*
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Australian Composers (featuring interviews and

Two years later the group premiered The

Australia Day the following year the ABC

show, which was produced by Albert Arlen

orchestra include Pagoda of Jade Suite and

Legend of San Michele (5 October 1939). All

compositions), Radio Voyager (a musical

Girl from the Snowy (17 March 1960), an

broadcast a one-hour radio version. The

Australian Productions, The Theatre Players,

Kings Cross Suite (1948). The latter is in four

were scripted by Bruce Sievier. During this

travelogue), A Ballad for You, Musicale and
Pianogramme, among others.33

operetta set around the Snowy Mountains

male lead was sung by Clive Hearne and

and ANU Theatre Group, with direction by

movements: ‘At The Crossroads’ (Allegro),

scheme, and the clash between the interests

acted by Bob Peach, and the female lead

Joyce Goodes, opened at the Childers Street

‘Coffee Lounge’ (Waltz), ‘Idle Woman’ (Blues)

In 1949, at the age of 44, Arlen married

of the ‘scheme’ and local landholders, and

was sung by Madge Stevens and acted by

Hall, and played Friday and Saturday nights

and ‘Shore Leave’ (March). Its first full

Australian born Nancy Brown in Canberra.

old and new Australians. The central love

Marie Redshaw.

11–26 October 1968.

performance was by the Sydney Symphony



The Land of Song (4 January 1939) and The

period Arlen appeared in two films, The Life
of St Paul (1938) and Let’s Be Famous
(1939).30
Arlen enlisted in the RAF on 8 September
1943. He saw active service as a Flight
Lieutenant, and at one time was based in Egypt.
It was in Cairo that his most famous
classical work for piano and orchestra, El
Alamein Concerto, premièred in 1944. He had
written it after the Allied victory over General
Rommel in North Africa. Two years later,
while still stationed in Cairo, he wrote, with
Terrance Paul Stanford, the radio special,
The Song of England, a dramatic narrative
ballad, which told the story of Britain’s

Brown had returned to Australia to
appear for the Tivoli in Here from There
(1949)34 after having had a major career in

He wrote … the radio
special, The Song of England,
a dramatic narrative ballad,
which told the story of
Britain’s struggles and
triumphs from Magna Carta
to Dunkirk.

struggles and triumphs from Magna Carta to

story involved an Australian singer

Others in the cast included Douglas

Thirty-eight years after he first wrote it,

Orchestra, conducted by Patrick Thomas

returning from Europe to pick up with her

Kelly, Mary Hardy, Richard Davies, John

Arlen’s Stars in Your Eyes, had a première by

with Michael Dudman (organ), in November

old beau, only to meet a new one, a

Norman and Sydney Conabere. Frank

the Strathfield Light Opera Company at the

1982. In The Sydney Morning Herald

Norwegian, working on the scheme. Arlen

Thorne conducted the augmented ABC

(28 November 1982), Fred Blanks said: ‘Local

was responsible for book, music and lyrics.

Orchestra and Singers.

The last work of Arlen’s to
be produced was Oh! Gosh,
a musical fantasy suggested
by C.J.Dennis’s book of
poems,
The Glugs of Gosh.
Latvian Theatre, Parnell Street, Strathfield,

UK issue HMV 12-inch 78 C-3428;

Sydney, 14–17 October 1970. Set in London

Australian issue HMV 12-inch 78 EB-262.

and Monte Carlo in 1935, the show was about

Monia Liter (piano) with Mantovani and his

Bloke, not one management was interested

a budding songwriter (Richard), who writes

Concert Orchestra, 1945. Original UK issue

an operetta, A Royal Affair, his girlfriend

Decca 10-inch 78 F-8533 (two sides).

(Mary) who becomes an overnight star in it,

Reissued on Decca EP DR9339-1, and on

The Canberra Times (18 March 1960)

The only other production of the show

said: ‘The Girl from the Snowy is top

appears to have been by Shopwindow

entertainment … an evening of real

Theatre at St James Playhouse, Phillip Street,

theatrical excitement.’ In the title role

Sydney, on 19 November 1969. Shopwindow

Nancy Brown was praised for her

was an amateur group formed by Brown,

‘wonderful warmth of personality’, and

with Arlen as musical adviser, in October

Arlen’s songs were termed ‘attractive’. The

1968. It was renamed the Theatre Society in
January 1970.36

book and dialogue, however, were called weak,

After the great success of The Sentimental

colour was introduced in the concert by Albert
Arlen’s suite, King’s Cross, obviously laundered
and prettied up in this musical picture á la
Eric Coates, material for a symphonic salon.’
There are three recordings of El Alamein
Concerto: Peggy Cochrane (piano), with Jack
Payne and his Orchestra. c.1945. Original

Dunkirk. Produced by Anthony Escritt, the

musical comedy in England and America.

work’s soloists were John Perrow and Kay

In 1929 she played the chief bridesmaid,

Langford, with choir directed by Flight

Gloria, and understudied Evelyn Laye in

songs from the score—the title song and ‘In

Lieutenant Roberts, orchestrations by Frank

the US production of Noël Coward’s Bitter

My Country’, both arranged by Hal Evans—

in seeing what else the Arlens had to
offer,37 so it was back to Canberra again for

Cordell, and a prologue spoken by John

Sweet (5 November 1929). She took over

but instead published a Piano Selection with

a six-night try-out of their next show,

and a theatrical producer (Bernstein) who

Vocalion CD CDEA6019 (in an album

Gielgud. It contained some words by Winston

when Laye left six months into the run and

lyrics. Printed in England in 1960, it

Marriages are Made in Heaven.

produces it. The original script contained

Mantovani—The Early Years, Volume 1) released

Churchill and was dedicated to him, a

later led the US tour. She played Teresa in

contained the songs ‘In My Country’,

references to Noël Coward, Gertrude

in 1999. Guy Saint-Claire (piano) with the

dedication he accepted. The work was later
produced by the ABC in Sydney.31

Elstree’s movie version of The Maid of the

‘Sydney On A Saturday Night’, ‘Laughter

wife and Lloyd Thompson, came up with

London Symphony Orchestra conducted by

Mountains, the first big musical film made in

And Love’, ‘In Bella Napol’, ‘The

an original plot set in Victorian times. Two

Lawrence and the Cole Porter musical Nymph
Errant.38 Arlen rewrote it in 1958 with

Britain, and starred in the West End

Tumbarumba’, ‘Won’t You Take My Hand?’,

young couples in love, devise a plan to dispose

Bruce Sievier as co-author, but the

1984. Two excerpts from Pagoda of Jade Suite,

opposite Viennese tenor Richard Tauber in
Old Chelsea (17 February 1943).35

‘Can This Be Love?’ and ‘She’s My Girl

of their parents in remarriage, in order to

Strathfield production credited only Arlen.

were recorded as part of Chappell’s background

From The Snowy River’.

remove any obstacle or opposition to their

Hilton Bonner played Richard, and remembers

music Series, and two excerpts from King’s

own marriages. Hope Hewitt in The Canberra

the show as ‘old-fashioned.’

Cross Suite were recorded for their

Arlen was transferred to the Combined
Services Entertainment Unit in Singapore in
1946. During his time there he devised and
produced four revues. The first, High and

Arlen’s first contact with Canberra

and ‘cliché-ridden.’
Chappell & Co. intended to publish two

Although the show was successful in

Arlen, collaborating once more with his

Low, opened at the Victoria Theatre,

Repertory came in 1958 when the group

Canberra, Arlen was unable to secure a

Times (12 October 1968), called it ‘highly

Singapore, on 27 January 1946. Featured in

held a reading of his play Welcome Mate.

professional theatre production, but on

diverting,’ and said that the music was catchy

the cast was a young Kenneth Williams,
who would later find fame as one of

The first performance of the El Alamein Concerto, Cairo, 1944: from left: conductor Hugo Rignold,

with some ‘touching duets and trios’. The
Nancy Brown and Albert Arlen, 1955.

pianist Phil Finch and composer Albert Arlen.

The last work of Arlen’s to be produced
was Oh! Gosh, a musical fantasy suggested by

Alan Abbott (WEA 254292-1), released in

transcription series.
In the papers of Albert Arlen and Nancy

C.J.Dennis’s book of poems, The Glugs of

Brown (MS6311) held in the National Library,

Gosh. The Australian Elizabethan Theatre

Canberra, The Magic Mirror, a one-act play, is

Trust produced a studio

listed as having been performed, but no dates

comedians. The second show was Stardust

performance of it on

are available. There are several unproduced

(possibly the same show that MGM wanted

19 September 1979, with

musicals and plays, and unpublished works.

to buy), which opened at the Victoria on

members of the Australian

England’s funniest stage, radio and film

The musicals include four written with
Brown and Thompson: The Violins of St Jacques,

30 September 1946, and the third was Over to

Opera. Composed by

You (9 January 1947), also at the Victoria,
which was produced by Arlen but devised by

Arlen, the work was devised, a two-act musical based on the novel by Patrick
Leigh Fermor, Omar, based on The Rubaiyat of
written, and had additional

Barri Chatt. All three shows toured to service

lyrics by Brown. The

Omar Khayyam, which used some adapted

personnel in Ceylon, Hong Kong and

performance featured

quatrains from the book for the lyrics, Lead a

Malaya. A fourth show, At Your Service, is

Robert Gard, Cynthia

Gay Life, a comedy with music in two acts, and

listed in Arlen’s papers in the National

Johnston, Neil Warren-

Queen Of Song, a two-act comedy musical. Music

Library, but dates and theatre are unknown.

Smith, Lesley Stender,

of the Years, a play with music, was written

He was discharged from the RAF in India
on 14 April 1947.32

Gordon Wilcock, Anthony

with Thompson, and Never Know Your Luck,

Lawler and John Germain,

and an untitled work which could be King

with narration by Ken

Henry, were solo efforts. There is also a one-

Arlen returned to Australia in 1948 and

Fraser, Errol Buddle on pan act opera called Pedro, the Goldsmith with a
flute, and Arlen on piano.39 libretto by Thornton Wilder.

became program manager for radio station
2UW, Sydney. Programs he arranged or

Apart from El Alamein

presented during his time there were Welcome

Concerto, Arlen’s works for

Visitor (famous celebrities interviewed live),
Page 32
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Arlen’s unproduced plays include What’s a Nice
Girl Like You Doing in a Place Like This? 

*
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(two acts), Pussycat (one act), Two Grains of

loved characters to theatrical life.

39. Ibid

Rice (five scenes), Cynthia of the Minute (three

C.J.Dennis gave birth to The Songs of a

40. Australian Popular Music, Pages 4-5

acts, written with Sybil Weir), The End of the

Sentimental Bloke, but Albert Arlen made

41. A Magic Life!

Section (one act), The Devil to Pay (three acts),

them sing!

A Tragedy in Black and White, Chicanery, Our

Special thanks in the preparation of this

Husband, The Broom Tree, Portrait of a Woman,

article to Fred Blanks, Claire Cruickshank

The Othello Strain and a new adaptation of

(Music & Dance, National Library of

Camille, based on La Dame aux Camélias by

Australia), Hilton Bonner, Alton Harvey,

Alexandre Dumas, written in 1953–54.

Mark Hastings (ABC), Robyn Holmes

The unpublished short stories include

(Curator of Music, National Library of

Career Woman, The Old Soldier, Characters in a

Australia), Manuscripts Collection, National

Mirage, The Nile is Red, and a 148-page novel,

Library of Australia, Patrick Thomas, Frank

Tomorrow When Apricots Grow.

Van Straten, Carole Walker.

Sheep of the Brown Family. Pix Stories

A

Unlimited, 2001.

awards for excellence in Melbourne theatre.

   NFSA/Melbourne
Parsons, Philip: Companion to    

Pinne, Peter: Australian Performers,    
Australian Performances.    

Arlen received the Order of
Australia in 1990. Both he and
Brown died at Maroochydore,
Queensland, Arlen on 24 March
1993, and Brown on 9 March
2004. Prior to her death Brown
bequeathed the professional

was performed at the Independent
Theatre, Eumundi, Queensland, on
5 October 2001.41
El Alamein Concerto was the

to remember. Any audience familiar with
the Dennis verse has an expectation of what
they want to see. Arlen’s version delivers. It
has enough of Dennis to satisfy the purists,
and the newly created material is in keeping
with the spirit of the original. It is an intelligent
stage adaptation that brings this set of wellPage 34

Universal Pictures Stage Entertainment,

Harper & Row, 1979.

Working Titles Films, Old Vic

Snell, Kenneth R.: Australian    

Productions
Direction: Stephen Daldry—Billy Elliot
the Musical
Leading Female Artist: Genevieve
Lemon—Billy Elliot the Musical
Leading Male Artist: Michael Dameski,

Lothian, 2003.

Joshua Denyer, Rhys Kosakowski,

Whiteoak, John/Scott-Maxwell:    

Dayton Tavares & Joshua Waiss Gates—

Companion to Music and Dance in

Billy Elliot the Musical
Featured Female Artist: Penny McNamee—

Australia. Currency, 2003.

Wicked

critically acclaimed work that put

charm, and the tunes are melodic and easy

Reade, Eric: History and Heartburn.    

Van Straten, Frank: Tivoli.     

show, Nancy, written by John Burls,

fashioned, but it is right for the period. It has

Production: Billy Elliot the Musical—

Australia News. November 2004

Performing Arts Centre. A tribute

subcommittees for each discipline.

Victorian Arts Centre, 1987.

Thomson, John: National Library of    

Bloke to the Queensland

membership of industry professionals, via

Music Theatre

1991.

performing rights of The Sentimental

Featured Male Artist: Liam Dodds,

Adelaide Advertiser
Adelaide News

Piano selection published in England in 1960.

Thomas Doherty, Landen Hale-Brown &

The Age
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Joel Slater—Billy Elliot the Musical

Sunday Mail (Brisbane)

Featured Ensemble: Troy Phillips &

Canberra Times

at Sarsaparilla
Supporting Performer: Luke Mullins—The
Season at Sarsaparilla

Design: Robert Cousins—The Season at

Performing Arts Museum,    

Popular Music. Quick Trick Press,    

Male Performer: Peter Carroll—The Season

Music: Andre Greenwell—Venus and Adonis

and awards are made by the Green Room

Oxford University Press, 1981.

Season at Sarsaparilla

of Patrick White’s The Season at Sarsaparilla

1 January to 31 December 31. Nominations

Australian Film 1900-1977.    

Female Performer: Pamela Rabe—The

Melbourne Theatre Company co-production

The Green Room voting year is from

Pike, Andrew/Cooper, Ross:    

at Sarsaparilla

Ensemble: Moving Target

Companies category.

Press, 1995.

Direction: Benedict Andrews—The Season

while the Sydney Theatre Company/

won six of the nine awards in the Theatre -

Theatre in Australia. Currency    

songs, and a setting of C.J.Dennis’s
Austra-laise (Fellers Of Australia).40

girl, and his mates. Arlen’s score is old-

garnering six awards including Best Production,

University    Press, 1994.

England, several non-show related

applauding the story of the lovesick hero, his

in the hotly contested Music Theatre category,

Australian Radio Drama.

The Pagoda of Jade Suite), The Song of

in 1961, and 58 years later they are still

Billy Elliot the Musical was the big winner

Lane, Richard: The Golden Age of

of the Overflow, Pekin Love Tale (from

biggest hit. Audiences responded favourably

Room Awards Association presented its 2008

Angus & Robertson, 1950.

include El Alamein Concerto, Clancy

success of The Sentimental Bloke. It was his

on 20 April 2009, the Green

Dennis, C.J.: Selected Verse of C.J. Dennis.

Arlen’s published compositions

achievements, nothing tops the sheer popular

the Playhouse at the Arts Centre

Brown, Nancy: A Magic Life! - The Black

Bloke and The Girl from the Snowy,

map, but of all his considerable

Theatre Heritage Australia congratulates all recipients of Green Room Awards for 2008.

t a well attended ceremony at
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Was it a deliberate
ploy to catch the
eye? A recent TV
commercial to
promote Billy Elliot
the Musical tells us
it’s playing at a
theatre called
‘Her Majestey’s’!
-Gus, the theatre cat n
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The Theatre wars

T

First reading

A plague on both their proposed houses?

he race is on to build a state-of-the-

($A10.61m) theatre with 400 seats and ‘lots

art theatre in Shoreditch, East

of glass and steel’ in the church’s disused

incorporated in the new development. As

London, the neighbourhood where

graveyard, where Richard Burbage and his

Tower chairman Jeff Kelly put it: ‘Our actors

Shakespeare cut his artistic teeth, but the

father James, the impresario who built The

will step over the boards that Shakespeare

proposal is not without its drama.

Theatre in 1576, are buried. Today it looks

himself trod to get to the stage each night.’

Two companies—one professional and
backed by a leading classical actor, one

across to a row of bars and a strip club.
Their project is supported by veteran actor

The iconic remains will be preserved and

The Tower project is more advanced and
has the stronger physical link to the original

A roundup of books of theatrical interest for people interested in theatre.
presented in the context of other works by
Post popularity
Backstage with the
their
authors
or
the
time
and
place
in
which
Williamsons
Michael Adams:
they were written. Lesser known plays and

Shining Lights—Australian Legends

writers are included.

on the Screen

Currency Press, 2009. 384pp. RRP $49.95

Published to supplement the recent
Australia Post ‘Australian Legends’ stamp
issue, this book includes tributes to Nicole

venerable but

theatre, but the

Kidman, Russell Crowe, Geoffrey Rush

amateur—are seeking

Big Space team

and Cate Blanchett. Also included are an

funding to construct

is unfazed.

overview of early Australian screen

theatres on sites

‘I’m not

only a few hundred

worried about

metres apart.

them,’ says Big

Both claim to be

Space company

heirs to The

director John

Theatre, London’s

White. ‘They’re

first purpose-built

amateurs doing

playhouse, where

their three nights

Shakespeare’s early

of Whitehall

plays were staged.

farces and we’re

One of the new
theatres will be built
on the remains of that building, while the
other will be in the grounds of St Leonard’s
Church, burial place of Richard Burbage,
who gave the first performances of Hamlet,

hardened
James Burbage, who built The Theatre,
London’s first playhouse.
A Museum of London archaeologist at work
on the Tower Theatre site.

Macbeth, Othello and King Lear.
Both companies plan to name their new

‘one of the most important and vital companies

original which was later dismantled and, in

working in the world of classical theatre’.

1599, rebuilt on Bankside as The Globe.

Stewart’s son, Daniel, is one of the

consciously evoke the no-frills adaptability
completion in 2012 to coincide with the

Company is developing a plan for a theatre

London Olympics, and both are selling

with 120 seats. Tower, founded in 1932, has

themselves as much needed community

already raised more than half the £7m

centres for one of Britain’s poorest boroughs.

($A14.9m) it needs and is about to apply for

fringe theatre, The Courtyard, which opened

archaeologists discovered the foundations of

in 2007 in a converted Victorian library.

Burbage’s original theatre on their site. They

Since then the Arts Council has closed

found part of the original curved wall of the

its capital developments program and councils

playhouse, which was believed to be polygonal

have cut back. Private investment is also

in shape.

unlikely for such a risky undertaking in a city

A metre and a half below street level

already well supplied with performance spaces.

they uncovered the gravel surface, gently

Big Space Theatre Productions has spent
four years working on plans for a £5m
Page 36

back here.’

sloping down towards the stage, where the
bulk of the audience would have stood. But
it seems that the stage itself may be buried
underneath a housing development.

commemorative stamps.
Australia Post, 2009. 52pp. RRP
$19.95

By design

Viking, 2009. 546pp. RRP $49.95

Alessio Cavallaro (ed.):
Setting the Scene: Film Design from
Metropolis to Australia

For 18 months Lynette Wills, a Principal

complement the ACMI exhibition Setting

Artist with the Australian Ballet,

the Scene: Film Design from Metropolis to

photographed the company rehearsing,

Australia.

touring and performing. Step Inside

Australian Centre for the Moving

professional dancer’s sweat, exertion,

Art of the circus

laughter, camaraderie, tensions and

Australian Art

Summer 2009) includes reproductions of

Who wants around 70

George Baldessin, Jeffrey Smart, Andrew

1930s cinema style

Sibley, Ponch Hawkes, Robert Dickerson

conjoined seats?

and many others, plus an article by Dr Jane

Up! travelling exhibition (see On Stage,
circus-themed artwork by Fred Williams,

They have been

Mullett on the Flying Fruit Fly Circus.

used until recently in

Albury City, 2009. 24pp. RRP $6

of Assembly.
Peter Bennison,
Deputy Clerk of the
House, tells me there’s no set price. ‘They
are for sale on an “as-is where-is basis”,’ he
says, ‘so our expectation on price would
be modest.’
You can contact Peter on (03) 6233 2211
or peter.bennison@parliament.tas.gov.au
- Gus, the theatre cat n
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provides an insider’s view of the

Image, 2008. 40pp. RRP $24.95

Gus
goss

the Tasmanian House

Step Inside the Australian Ballet

aspects of film design, published to

This full-colour souvenir of the Step Right

the public gallery of

Lynette Wills:

A collection of illustrated essays on

Step Right Up!: The Circus in

Compiled with thanks to Barry J. Gordon n

Looking at the Ballet

     

Laura Murray Cree:

Watch this space…

Last year Tower enjoyed an extraordinary
stroke of luck when Museum of London

remain confident.

theatres here? This is where it all started and

planning permission.

succeed. The area already has one new

Nevertheless, the competing companies

’Why shouldn’t we have two or three

A couple of streets away, on New Inn
Broadway, the amateur Tower Theatre

Even in more prosperous times, it is

but I think there’s room for all of us.

company’s directors.

of Elizabethan theatre, both are aiming for

unlikely that two such similar projects could

We certainly won’t be sharing an audience,

it’s right and proper that theatre should come
Patrick Stewart, who describes Big Space as

buildings The Theatre, in homage to the

Both designs are modern but

professionals.

history, and two sets of the

Kristin Williamson:
David Williamson: Behind the Scenes
  Kristen Williamson chronicles the
events   and people that inspired her
husband’s plays, and tells the backstage
stories, from La Mama to Madonna. She
also writes frankly about meeting David
and the two divorces that ensued, the
anxieties and rewards of raising a blended
family, the period of their open marriage,
and the challenge of being a working
mother while playing peacemaker to
Australia’s most literary brawler and
successful playwright.

Playing Australian
John McCallum:
Belonging
John McCallum, Senior Lecturer in the
School of English, Media and Performing
Arts at the University of NSW, explores
the relationship between 20th century
Australian drama and a developing concept
of nation, focussing on the creative tension
between nationalism and cosmopolitanism;
and between artistic seriousness and
larrikin populism. Australian plays are
Autumn 2009

triumphs.
Julia Morris—after spending eight years in the UK. The Australian Ballet, 2009. 96pp. RRP $39.95 n

From Oz to UK to Oz
Julia Morris:
Don’t You Know Who I Used to Be?
One of Australia’s most loved female
comedians, the irrepressible Julia Morris,
spent eight years in the UK and ended up
claiming both commercial and critical
success on stage, radio and television. Now
home, she’s recorded her experiences in this
fun, revealing chronicle.
Hachette Australia, 2009. 320pp. RRP $32.99

The story that had to be
told
Sonia Orchard:
The Virtuoso
A moving novel built around the short,
turbulent life of the Australian pianist Noël
Mewton-Wood (1922–1953), his friends and
his associates—many of them recognisable—
evocatively set in the musical milieu of postwar London.
Fourth Estate, 2009. 328pp. RRP $27.99

Theatre
Heritage
Australia
Inc
.

Patron: Sue Nattrass AO
Committee
Chairman: Peter Johnson
Treasurer: Howard Cordner CPA
Secretary: Graeme McCoubrie
Committee Members:
Wilma Farrow, Margaret Marshall,
     Bruce McBrien OAM, Delia Taylor
Editorial Committee:
Dr Mimi Colligan, David Cullinane,      
Elisabeth Kumm, Frank Van Straten OAM
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A genius ‘that could not be contained’

T

o see William Poskitt at the

classical music as a child prodigy. It was

piano was an unforgettable

not to be. Yet, for someone as gifted as

experience. It made no

William, the road not taken in one

difference whether the music was

direction simply meant that he would

classical, musical theatre, jazz or his own

arrive at his destination—a life in music—

improvisations. His performances were

by another route. And so he did.
William was a young boy when he

essence of the music with feeling and

first came to Australia. His father’s

sensitivity. It was clear that he possessed

career as an academic meant that the

musical ability of the highest calibre and,

family moved several times. With Don

when he played, the music came from the

Poskitt’s appointment to the Australian

core of his being so that it was always true.

National University and later to Monash

This quality was one of several that

University, the family lived for several

he shared with the great pianists such as

years in Canberra and Armidale, NSW,

Schnabel, Horowitz and Agerich and, in

before finally settling in Melbourne. While

this country, Geoffrey Tozer and the late

William was at school in Canberra he

Noel Mewton-Wood. Their abilities, like

received tuition at the Canberra School

those of all outstanding musicians, were

of Music, but he remained unsure as to

recognised in childhood. William was no

which direction his musical career

exception to that. Although he did not

would take.

scale their heights of achievement to the

It was only when he won a place at

same extent, he was possessed of many

the Victorian College of the Arts,

of the same qualities as these legendary

receiving tuition from Donna Coleman,

figures in the world of music.
Despite his ability in classical music and

William performed around Australia

that he was able to immerse himself in music,

and toured in Canada, Denmark and Spain,

receiving full-time tuition and gaining a

because of the ways in which his musical

as well as America, where he spent two

considerable amount of performance

education had developed, he quickly

seasons performing in New York. He returned

experience, while developing his technique

became known in other fields of music once

to classical music in 2004, completing his

and musical abilities to new heights.

he completed his studies.

Masters of Music in 2005 at the Victorian

In Melbourne, to many of those who
knew him in his 20s, he was an important

College of the Arts under Donna Coleman.
William was born in York in the United

He worked with her for nine years,

of very great difficulty, including works by

initially emerged onto the Melbourne jazz

apparent when he was still a small child. By

Ives, Scriabin, Ravel, Rachmaninoff, Chopin,

scene. It was in that field that he made a

the age of five he could play by ear and was doing

Prokofiev, Berg and Messiaen. One of his

rapid impression on the public and in which

so, in public, whenever the opportunity

finest performances, with Helen Kernaghan

he made several recordings with the Chris

arose. When he was three his parents bought

in the Iwaki Auditorium in Melbourne, was

Hale Ensemble. These included The February

a tiny keyboard for his five-year-old sister.

of the two-piano version of Stravinsky’s

Concert (2002) and A Way to be Fine (2003)

William, already able to pick out tunes, just

Rite of Spring. Donna Coleman described

during one of his two residencies at the

sat down and played it. Two years later, when

this as ‘a stunning feat of memorisation,

Banff Centre in Canada.

his sister was to perform a dance routine at

concentration, pianism and ensemble work

school, using recorded music, she announced

that I doubt I will ever experience again in

that her brother would play instead.

this lifetime’.

The February Concert as, ‘Music that quite

William got up and accompanied his sister
for the dance, playing Scott Joplin’s ‘The

gifts was the ability to improvise. A rare

made the audience afraid to applaud’.

Entertainer’ without music. With performances

attribute in the world of classical music,

such as this he made a huge impression.

one given to Liszt, Mozart, Brahms and, in

Are None of us Precious (2005), Creatures at the

He soon came to the attention of Dame

March 2008 and can be seen on the web:

director and pianist for the first performance

http://www.antondelaccaquartet. The film

cannot be bettered. Only a few artists have

of Shane Warne the Musical at the 2007

conveys only an impression and a small

an aura that is perceptible to others, but

Adelaide Cabaret Festival. For anyone of

part of William’s enormous talent, but it is a

when he was immersed in music, performing,

musical sensibility in the audience, it was

treasured part of his legacy.

that was what he had. He was completely

impossible not to be awestruck by William’s

untroubled by the distinctions made by some
artists in the sometimes snobbish world of

performance from the piano. Although he had most amazing and talented musicians I
arranged the entire score, he barely looked
have ever had the privilege to work with’.

classical music. He had the musician’s

at the music throughout the performance

conviction, referred to by legendary artists

which, in the original version of the musical

Recently another DVD of William

such as Maria Callas, that the performer

was presented without an interval. What he

Poskitt playing music of Prokofiev and

must ‘serve’ music—giving of their utmost to

achieved was a tour de force, a performance

Messiaen has been discovered, and it seems

create a performance at the highest level.

that was singled out by the reviewer in The

that others will become available as time

Australian for special praise.

goes by.

This he invariably did, whether the music

Delacca described him as, ‘one of the

Of that there is no doubt.

was by Stravinsky or Chopin or from the jazz

William was not only a magnificent

or musical theatre canon. Such an accomplishment

musician, but a man of very fine character,

2008, during rehearsals for Shane Warne the

is extremely rare.

universally loved by those who knew him

Musical, for which he was musical director.

and admired by those whom he touched in

He is irreplaceable and his loss is one that

innumerable musical performances.

cannot be measured. While some of his

Australian musicals, such as Shane Warne
the Musical were, for the whole of the 20th
century, completely dismissed by the practitioners
of ‘serious’ music, and continue to be so.

Donna Coleman spoke for so many
people when she described him as ‘a

The world lost William in November

achievements will live on in recordings, for
those who witnessed his musical work, or

William, on the other hand, was quite unaffected brilliant, intelligent, sensitive, creative

had the privilege of knowing him

by the limitations of such thinking.

personally, he will never be forgotten.

He counted his work on arranging and
musically directing Shane Warne as among his
proudest achievements. It is utterly

musician, but he was also beautiful,
thoughtful, sweet and sublimely luminous
and loving in spirit’.
For so many people, these were the

extraordinary that a musician of his

qualities that radiated from him. Donna

calibre—a pianist who had scaled the heights

Coleman is collecting William’s recorded

of achievement in the classical repertoire—

legacy which is growing as previously

exhibited the same measure of devotion to

unknown recordings and filmed performances

other genres of light music.

are uncovered.

The Poskitt-Guthrie-Robertson trio
performing at the Wangaratta Jazz Festival in
1999: Will Poskitt (piano) with Ben
Robertson (bass) and Will Guthrie (drums).
The trio was sponsored by the Emerging
Artists Initiative of the Music Fund, Australian
Council for the Arts.

n

our own time, Geoffrey Tozer, among a

Crossroads and, most recently, a brilliant

Fanny Waterman, the founder of the Leeds

handful of others, William displayed it on

recording of Here on Queensberry Street,

Piano Competition. There can be little

many occasions. Perhaps the most

William’s recording of works for solo piano by

doubt that had he become her pupil he

memorable of these was at the National

Benjamin McDonald.

would have earned a place in professional

Gallery of Victoria in September 2004, in a

Page 38

said of his work in jazz, and as musical

genius as one ‘that could not be contained’

Among William’s extraordinary musical

literally glowed—it was so beautiful it almost
His other recordings included Kodaly—We

One of William’s performances with the
Anton Delacca Quartet was filmed in

and other honours, and performing music

Kingdom. His prodigious abilities became

In 2001, The Age reviewer Jessica

If his performances of Stravinksy and
Ravel excited audiences, the same can be

winning one prize after another, scholarships

figure in the world of light music, one who

Nicholas, described Will’s recording of the

on the music of Maurice Ravel.
Donna Coleman’s description of William’s

Peter Wyllie Johnston pays tribute to Melbourne musician
William Poskitt (20 June 1977 — 9 November 2008).

compelling, always conveying the

full-length program of solo improvisations
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Musical comedy rep.

O

quiet humor’. The Argus called Norman a ‘genius’,

In the second of his series on musicals staged by repertory companies,
Peter Pinne rediscovers Melbourne’s ‘Apollo experience’.

n 10 June 1936 it

pretty ingénue Catherine

was announced in

Stewart. American Bert

The Sun,

Mathews, a contortionist

Melbourne, ‘that a new

dancer originally imported

theatrical company, Savoy

for Jack O’Hagan’s Flame of

Theatres Pty Ltd, had been

Desire in 1935, was also in

formed in Melbourne with

the group, along with

Sir Benjamin Fuller and Mr

soprano Rene Maxwell (she

Garnet Carroll as joint

played Mary Collits in the

managing directors’. The

1932 Sydney première

aim of the company was to

production of Collits’ Inn),

produce all types of stage

Eric Bush, Richard Barrett-

and film entertainment and

Garnet H. Carroll (left) and Sir Benjamin Fuller

its first venture would be a series of musical

Lennard, Mona Zeppel,
Dawn Lightfoot and Cliff O’Keefe.

comedy productions at the Apollo Theatre

With minimum lessons he managed to do a

(formerly the Palace) in Bourke Street. The
plan was to mount musicals that had never

passable buck-and-wing, and scored a part in Australian première of Billie, a musical with
the chorus of the Jerome Kern musical Sunny, book, music and lyrics by America’s

been produced in Australia before, and

when it opened in Sydney on 27 February 1927.

Yankee-Doodle man, George M. Cohan.

revivals of popular shows that had.

When the show moved to Melbourne, Sir

Based on Cohan’s 1912 play Broadway Jones,

Benjamin Fuller saw young Carroll’s

it opened at the Erlanger Theatre, New York, on

20 March 1875, was the ultimate showman.

potential as someone who would be more

1October 1928 for a run of 112 performances.

Starting as a boy chorister in Gilbert and

useful in production and management than

Sullivan at the Savoy Theatre, London, he

on stage. He took him under his wing and

(Billie) talking her boss ( Jackson Jones) out

went on to become one of the most influential

for the next 10 years Carroll worked on

of selling his chewing gum factory to bigger

theatrical producers in Australia in the first

various productions including stage

interests and remaining independent.

half of the last century. His productions

management on Rio Rita, with Gladys

covered the whole spectrum of entertainment,

Moncrieff. The Apollo series of musicals

her. The score’s biggest hit was the title

from vaudeville and melodrama to operetta,

provided his first producer credits.

tune in which the heroine sings how she

Benjamin Fuller, born in London on

opera and film.
Knighted in 1921 for his generosity to War
Widows and to the

A company was formed which was headed
by popular comedian Charles Norman, and

The first show in the series was the

The flimsy plot found a secretary

Along the way he discovers he loves

loves her name, even though her parents
gave her a boy’s name.
The Savoy

University of

Theatres production

Sydney, by 1936 he

opened on 6 June

was ready for new

1936, with

challenges. Setting

choreography by

up a company with

Marjorie Bray and

Garnet Carroll, who

musical direction by

by that time had

Cyril Connelly.

become almost a

‘Bright songs,

surrogate son to

clever dancing and

him, seemed an

fast moving comedy’

ideal partnership.

said The Age, which

Garnet Carroll

also praised Charles

was born in Singleton,

Norman, who

NSW, on 4 December

‘danced, sang and

1902. From an early

“wisecracked” with

age he made it clear

conspicuous success’,

to his father, a

and Catherine

dentist, that he did

Stewart, who ‘played

not want to pursue a

with easy charm and

career in dentistry.
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The story had a brother and sister vaudeville device about stolen jewels. Frankie persuades

said Stewart sang her songs ‘prettily, if with

team getting evicted from their digs, continuing her boyfriend to steal her incriminating diary

some difficulty’, and that Mathews knew his

to dance and sing at the parties of their wealthy from her strict and stern ward, Jimmy, but

‘onions’ as a comic. The Bulletin called the

friends, and in the process finding true love.

show ‘unsophisticated’, but liked Norman,
Mathews and Richard Barrett-Lennard.
The series was off to a rousing success,

The biggest hit from the Gershwins’
acclaimed score was ‘Fascinating Rhythm’.
Other songs to make an impression were

which was maintained when the next offering, ‘The Half Of It Dearie Blues’, and the title
The O’Brien Girl, which opened on 8 August

song. It was the Gershwins’ first Broadway

he mistakenly takes a bracelet instead. A pair
of bumbling burglars get caught up in the
scheme to retrieve it.
With a new title and an almost new score,
the show had great success as Funny Face.
It opened at the Alvin Theatre, New

1936. The show had premièred at the Liberty success. It’s interesting to note the song ‘The

York, on 22 November 1927. A year later the

Theatre, New York, on 3 October 1921. It

Man I Love’, which much later became a

Astaires took the show to the Prince’s Theatre,

had music by Louis Hirsch, lyrics by Otto

classic, was cut from the original score.

London, where it played for 263 performances

Harbach, and a book by Harbach and Frank

The Argus agreed that the show was the

from 8 November 1928.

Mandel featuring a rags-to-riches story in

best that the company had done, and that

which a poor Irish-American girl finds true

the wafer-thin plot gave the ‘comedians of

outstanding scores: ‘My One And Only’,

love in the arms of a wealthy and handsome

the company the best chance they have had

‘’S Wonderful’, ‘Let’s Kiss And Make Up’ and

bachelor. The plot bore similarities to previous yet’. Norman describing a bull fight, Richard
musical successes, Irene (1919) and Sally (1920).
The original Australian season, which

Funny Face has one of the Gershwins’ most

the title song were just some of the great songs

Barrett-Lennard sorting out his alcoholic visions, it produced. One of the numbers the show
and Stewart playing a Mexican senorita, were lost ‘out-of-town’ was the standard-to-be, ‘How

opened at the Princess Theatre, Melbourne,

all ‘infectiously mad’. The Age said the audience

on 26 December 1922, was an enormous

was treated to a ‘new and infinitely better

success, running five-and-a-half months. The

Catherine Stewart, who romped through her

Ernest C. Rolls production at the St James

score’s most enduring song was ‘Learn To

part’. Once again, Norman’s gift for comedy

Theatre, Sydney, on 23 May 1931, with Janette

Smile’, but critics also liked ‘The Whichness

was noticed.

Gilmore, Jim Gerald, and Charley Sylber. The

Of The Whatness’, and the title tune.
Catherine Stewart was Alice O’Brien, with

The fourth and final offering in the season

Long Has This Been Going On?’.
The original Australian première was an

show did modest business but did not tour.

was another Gershwin hit, Funny Face, a show The Apollo production was the first time

Charles Norman as Humphrey Drexel, her

that on Broadway had also starred Fred and

employer, and Rene Maxwell as Mrs Hope,

Adele Astaire. The show’s book had originally

Melbourne had seen the piece.
Opening on 9 September 1936, it played

Drexel’s former wife. Calling it ‘an enjoyable been written by Robert Benchley and Fred

a three-week season. The Age said it was ‘rather

night’s entertainment’, The Age said Stewart

weak in humor and lacking in entertaining

‘sang sweetly’, Maxwell gave an ‘excellent

Thompson who had called it Smarty.
It opened in Philadelphia, but didn’t

situations’. The Argus, however, was

portrayal’, and praised Norman as one of the work, so the producers hired book ‘doctor’

congratulatory, saying that although

‘principal mirthmakers’. The Argus said ‘the

Paul Gerard Smith to work with Thompson

Catherine Stewart ‘played with enterprising

play revived pleasant memories of a decade

on a new book. They chose a hoary old plot

abandon’, the ‘honors go to the men,

*

or more ago’, and thought that the songs ‘still
sounded agreeable’.
The third offering in the season, opening
on 5 September 1936, was the Gershwins’
Lady Be Good which, according to The Age,
was ‘easily the best of the musical comedies
presented at the Apollo’. With music by
George Gershwin, lyrics by his brother Ira,
and book by Guy Bolton and Fred Thompson,
the show had originally opened at the Liberty
Theatre, New York, on 1 December 1924. It
starred Fred and Adele Astaire, who later
repeated their performances in London,
14 April 1926. The Australian première took
place at Melbourne’s Princess Theatre on
18 September 1926, with Elsie Prince and
Jimmy Godden.

The Apollo Theatre, Melbourne—also known
as the National, the Palace, the St James, the
Metro Bourke Street, etc, etc…
Autumn 2009
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Strike me lucky!—Mo’s back!

A

Legendary vaudeville comedian Roy Rene (‘Mo’) is going home.

delaide City Council has

Eyers-White said Rene had a strong

approved a $180 000

connection to Adelaide’s West End:

project to commemorate

‘There is a huge history in the West

‘Mo’, one of the city’s most distinguished

End area, it’s just neglected really.

sons, in the city’s entertainment-rich

The theatre tradition that used to

West End precinct.

exist there is really quite strong.’

Noted South Australian sculptor

she said.

Robert Hannaford has been

Richard Barrett-Lennard

Catherine Stewart

Rene Maxwell

Bert Mathews

Ms Eyers-White said Rene was

commissioned to create the bronze

always top of the list when they

statue, which will be placed near the

were considering West End legends

corner of Hindley and Leigh Streets.

to honour. ‘The man’s world

It is expected to take at least 12

famous,’ she said.

months to compete.
to the three comedians [Charles Norman,

Theatre Oxford University Press, 1978–

They were partners when they bought the

Richard Barrett-Lennard, Bert Mathews], and Princess Theatre, Melbourne, and became
to Mr Gershwin, whose merry tinkles ring
Carroll–Fuller Theatres Pty Ltd. Fuller died
ever in the ear’.

1986.
Philip Parsons (ed.): Companion to Theatre in

in 1952.

Funny Face brought the curtain down on

During the 1950s and ’60s Carroll

Savoy Theatres’ musical comedy productions.

presided over a theatrical empire that rivalled

When it closed on 10 October, the theatre went

J.C.Williamson’s. Catherine (Kitty) Stewart

dark until a weekly-change variety revue,

married Carroll and bore him a son, John,

Serenaders, opened on 12 February 1937, with

who took over the reigns of the empire

Len Rich, Syd Beck, and Broadway performer when Carroll Snr died on 23 August 1964.
William O’Neal, another holdover from Flame
Of Desire (1935).
Garnet Carroll continued to produce for
Sir Benjamin Fuller until 1941, when they
became joint managing directors of the King’s
Theatre, Melbourne.

Lord Mayor Michael Harbison

Roy Rene was born Harry Van

Australia, Currency Press, 1995.
Kurt Ganzl: The Encyclopedia of the Musical
Theatre, Blackwell, 1994.

envisioned the Rene statue

De Sluice in Hindley Street in 1892,

becoming Hindley Street’s

although the precise location is

equivalent of the Rundle Mall pigs.

unknown. The Theatre Royal was

‘It will be mounted on the footpath

his training ground and he

at ground level so people can

performed there regularly as a boy

interact with it,’ he said.

soprano. The theatre was demolished

Rexton S. Bunnett, Michael Patrick
Kennedy, John Muir: Guide to Musicals
Collins, 1997–2001.
The Age

‘I suspect that like the pigs in

in 1963 and Millers Arcade, across

the mall, every wag visiting

the road from where the statue will

Hindley Street will want their

stand, now occupies the site.

picture taken with Roy Rene.

Rene’s family moved to

‘Roy Rene is a giant in

The Argus

Melbourne in 1905. A decade later

Australian cultural history, and

Bibliography

The Bulletin

he was a national star, initially as one

these icons are easily forgotten if

Alastair Duncan: Actors Blood, Lexington

The Sun, Melbourne

half of the bawdy comedy duo Stiffy

film and radio before his death in 1954, and

those who don’t have the

and Mo, with fellow comedian Nat Phillips.

was recognised as Australia’s ‘clown prince’.

opportunity to capitalise upon them don’t

Avenue Press, 2004.

Theatre programs

n

Gerald Boardman: The American Musical

Roy Rene enjoyed a long career on stage,

West End Association president Arna

A Ballet Russes celebration
A free exhibition exploring the lasting

News from the Performing Arts Collection
series of free public events. These include:

impact made by the Ballets Russes tours on

Graeme Murphy and The Ballets Russes

modern Australian dance, design and visual

Saturday 13 June, 12pm: The story behind

arts is being presented by the Arts Centre.

Gus
goss

captured the spirit and excitement of the
Ballets Russes tours through action and

Oh dear! Talk about

studio photography.

rewriting history!
Paul Edwards in an

take that opportunity.’

that their major benefactor is Dame
Elisabeth Murdoch AC DBE, not Dame
Elizabeth Murdoch…
I ask only because in the lush 40-page
book that they’ve published to promote
their 2009 activities, they’ve managed to

Graeme Murphy’s Nutcracker and his ongoing

A Cultural Revolution

response to the Ballets Russes, seen through

Monday 10 August, 11am: The Australian

ground-breaking works such as Sydney Dance

Ballet’s artistic director David McAllister

Company’s Shéhérazade and his most recent

and music director Nicolette Fraillon discuss

commission for The Australian Ballet, Firebird.

the four-year Ballets Russes Project, Ballets

Astonish Me! Creative Australia Responds

Russes in Australia: Our Cultural Revolution.

Wednesday 1 July, 1pm: A tour of the

Inspired by the Past and Present

Russes and its repertoire through the work of

exhibition surveying some of the profound

Wednesday 26 August, 1pm: Hear about the

Graeme Murphy and showcases the work of

creative influences that the Ballets Russes

contemporary visual artists who have created

mis-spellings! The March edition of Limelight

three contemporary artists in response to

tours had upon Australian modernist artists

new works of art in response to The Australian

(page 77) highlights an ABC Classic FM

and designers.

Ballet’s 2009 Ballets Russes program.

broadcast of Il Trovatore, while a caption on

PO Box 382, Malvern,

page 28 of The Age of 11 February highlights

Victoria 3144, Australia

Creative Australia & the Ballets Russes —A
Celebration of Australian Dance, Art, Design and
Music reveals how leading Australian artists
and designers engaged with the Ballet Russes
in the 1930s and ’40s to help change the
cultural landscape of this country.
It also explores the legacy of the Ballets

Costume design by

The Australian Ballet’s Firebird and Other

Leon Krasenstein for the title

Legends season.

role in Firebird. Gift of

The Ballets Russes behind the Lens

The Australian Ballet, 2009,

Thursday 23 July, 1pm: A lunchtime

20 September 2009 at Gallery I, the Arts

to the Arts Centre,

Spotlight lecture providing an insightful

Centre, Melbourne.

Performing Arts Collection.

presentation on the Australians who

The exhibition will run from 6 June to

Complementing the exhibition will be a
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article on Simon

misspell the name at least three times.

n

Phillips and the MTC in
the March 2009 issue of
Royal Auto, says that Summer of the Seventeenth
Doll ‘was the company’s first production’ (it
wasn’t) and that the new Melbourne Recital
Centre has ‘five halls’ (it’s got two).

For further details phone (03) 9281 8000
or visit theartscentre.com.au closer to the
exhibition opening. 

n

n

And there’s been a positive tsunami of

Contacting

Theatre
Heritage
Australia
Inc
.

Postal address

David Byrne’s performance at Hammer Hall.

e-mail

I wonder if chairman Ian McRae and

victt@bigpond.net.au

artistic director Brett Dean have yet realised
Autumn 2009
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Exeunt

Born Dorothy Joan Armstrong in

Melbourne Little Theatre she choreographed

Mary Poppins, which opened in London in

Darlinghurst, Sydney, Joan moved to

the revues A Little More (1958) and A Little

2004, and he helped stage a gala performance

Melbourne at the age of 17, and married her

Less Drama (1961).

of Phantom at Windsor Castle.

first husband, Colin Macdonald.
She and a friend started an amateur

Joan Bazell

AO

Meg Denton

Matthew Dalco

Marie Cumisky

Peter Pinne and Don Battye’s musicals for

cancer, the first of a series of devastating

young people at the Alexander Theatre at

health setbacks. Three years later he and

Melbourne, she worked with the National

Monash University. She also ran a dance

his family returned to Sydney, where he

Theatre and became a popular fashion

studio in Burwood.

died on 12 February at the age of 46.
W

number of amateur musical productions.

appearance in the film On the Beach (1959).

Her contribution was recognised with

In 1963 she moved to Britain, where she
director Ian Curteis. Together they made a
notable contribution to the development of
the Edinburgh Television Festival. Later Joan
ran the Marlowe Theatre in Canterbury and
started a complementary career as a
secretary to the rich and famous. She said
her last film role, in the 1983 James Bond
movie Never Say Never Again, finished on the

AM

Frank Gallacher

Lloyd Martin

Brian Naylor

David ‘Chook’ Phillips

cutting room floor.
With her third husband, industrialist
Alan Bazell, Joan toured the world in luxury
and hosted legendary parties. She was a
member of the Britain–Australia Society, and
an avid supporter of Britain’s National
Theatre.

Penny Ramsey

Vivien St James

Dr Jean Battersby AO
28.3.1928–24.2.2009
Respected arts bureaucrat Dr Jean Battersby
had died of cancer in a Sydney nursing
home. She was 80.
Born in Jean Robertson in Drouin,
Victoria, she took a PhD in French at
Melbourne University, where she met her
future husband, Charles Battersby.
After a regular spot on Channel Seven’s
Critics show, she was selected in 1968 by
Page 44

Phil Younger

H.C. ‘Nugget’ Coombs to become the

After she stepped down in 1982,

Matthew Dalco

in Adelaide, where she learned ballet with
Nora Stewart and appeared with Maxwell
Collis’s South Australian Ballet Theatre.
In London she studied with Audrey de

1962–12.2.2009

Vos, danced professionally, and began her

Matthew Dalco was involved in the production

interest in dance notation. She worked at

of many of the world’s most popular modern

the Dance Notation Bureau in New York

musicals, including Oliver!, My Fair Lady,

before returning to Australia in 1959 to

Mary Poppins, The Phantom of the Opera, Miss

dance in the musical Grab Me a Gondola.

Saigon and Rent.
Born in Hobart, Matthew George John

She danced and taught notation with
Laurel Martyn’s Victorian Ballet Guild, then

Dalco earned a bachelor of science at the

returned to Adelaide where she taught for

University of Sydney. He spent his holidays

Joanne Priest and continued her commitment

working on the reception desk at the

to dance notation.
She took an Honours degree with a
thesis on professional theatre in Adelaide

year Opera cadetship, working as a machinist,

and then an MA with a biography of

stagehand, corporate affairs trainee and

Joanne Priest, which was published in 1993.

in Prahran’, Marie Agnes Cumisky succeeded

John White

Alex Young, who survives her
W

(née Abbie) was born in Sydney but grew up

ticket sales manager. In 1984 he started a two-

assistant to Dame Joan Sutherland.

The Adelaide University’s Australian

After a spell with the Sydney Festival,

Choreographic Project, which she established

Dalco went to London. Entranced by Les

and funded, has filmed interviews with many

Misérables, he made up his mind to work on

choreographers, dancers and composers,

theatrical costumier, but she did little to

the Australian production. In 1987 Cameron

and remounted and notated several seminal

encourage Marie’s dream of a stage career.

Mackintosh Australia made him production

Nevertheless, after training with Eunice

co-ordinator. He was also involved with

Australian dance works.
W

Weston and Alice Uren, Marie got her start

marketing and finance for the company. He

in the ballet of Williamson’s 1948 Italian

prepared for the opening of Les Misérables at

Opera Company. The following year she

the Princess, for the transfer of Cats to Her

became as a foundation member of the

Majesty’s, and for the première of The

National Theatre Ballet Company, with

Phantom of the Opera at the Princess in 1990.

Her mother, Florence, was a talented

Paul Streefkerk

Marie was married to theatre technician

Marie Cumisky

as a dancer, choreographer and director.

Dorothy Stevenson

Theatre Guild of Victoria, Inc.

8.10.1937–28.11.2008
Noted dance figure Margaret ‘Meg’ Denton

W

Born, she claimed, ‘behind a fish and chip shop

Philip St Leon

honorary life membership of the Music

Meg Denton

Australian Opera, where his mother was group

1927–27.3.2009
Richard Pratt

More recently, Marie directed a vast

drama and claimed to have made a brief

worked on stage and TV and married

Margreta Elkins

In 2004 Dalco was diagnosed with renal

theatre group in Yallourn; later, in

model. She was in early Australian TV

Dr Jean Battersby

In the 1970s Marie directed many of

whom she excelled as one of the Little Swans

In 1991 Dalco became Cameron Mackintosh

in Swan Lake, as Pigtails in Graduation Ball,

Australia’s general manager. In 1999 he moved

Margreta Elkins

AM

16.10.1930–1.4.2009
Dr Margreta Elkins AM, one of the foremost
mezzo-sopranos of the 20th century, has
died of cancer.
Born in Brisbane, Margreta made her
professional début at the age of 17, singing

founding executive officer of the Australian

Battersby established an arts advisory

in several roles in Corroboree, and in Pas de

to Paul Dainty as the managing director of

Council for the Arts.

consultancy. Her clients included Rupert

Quatre. In 1954 she portrayed the title role in

an entertainment venture being set up with

Murdoch, Federal Airports Corporation and

enabled her to study singing, music theory,

Laurel Martyn’s Mathinna for the Ballet Guild.

Kerry Packer, but the following year he was

appreciation, piano and languages. In 1950

lured back as joint managing director of

she toured Queensland singing in Il Trovatore,

productions including The Dark is Light

Cameron Mackintosh worldwide, based in

Faust and Madama Butterfly. In 1952, she joined

Enough (1955). For Garnet H. Carroll she

London. He was executive producer of the

the Sydney-based National Opera of Australia.

played one of the Three Princesses of Ababu

Broadway seasons of Oklahoma! (2002-2003)

For 20 years from 1956 Margreta was

in Kismet (1956), choreographed and played

and Les Misérables (2006-2008).

Under the Whitlam government the
organisation became the Australia Council,

Telstra. She was awarded the Order of

with Battersby as its chief executive. Dr

Australia in 1986.

Battersby set up the original staff of the
Australia Council, giving career boosts to
such people as Ken Mackenzie-Forbes,
Carrillo Gantner, Bruce Beresford and
Rodney Hall.

W

Joan Bazell
8.10.1923–8.2.2009
The irrepressibly vivacious Joan Bazell has
died in London at the age of 85.
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Marie choreographed early UTRC

Tiger Lily in Peter Pan (1957) and
choreographed Salad Days (1957). For
Autumn 2009

Dalco participated in the negotiations
with the Disney Corporation to produce

Siebel in Faust. A state government scholarship

based in Britain. She made her Covent
Garden debut as Amneris in Aida in 1957.
In 1965 she returned briefly to Australia *
Page 45

as a member of the celebrated Sutherland–

In the early 1950s Lloyd was featured

productions and was a leading member of

NSW, at the age of 87. A member of the

the development of The Drum, the city’s

community and in 1953 Wirths’ presented

the Flinders Revue Company. In 1965 she

great St Leon circus family, Philip was born

state-of-the-art performing arts centre. He

he played Squire Skinflint in Cinderella, in

him with a gold bracelet in recognition of

toured in Reg Livermore’s musical West of

in New Zealand during a tour of his grandfather’s

was also responsible for Heritage Hill,

resident principal artist at Covent Garden for

which Tommy Trinder starred as Buttons. He

his services to the organisation.

the Black Stump. On Adelaide TV she hosted

circus. He became an accomplished rider

Walker Street Gallery and The Castle.

10 years. Her voice encompassed both mezzo

married Mary, a former Metro theatre

a daily children’s show, read news and

and clown. He was advance agent for the

and soprano roles, and she recorded with

usherette, and toured in several JCW musicals.

presented weather reports.

original Silver’s Circus from its inception in

was involved with various projects including

many of the world’s most eminent artists.

He retired from the stage when his first

1945 until it closed in 1953. He also

Deakin University’s Phoenix Theatre, the

appearing at the Phillip Theatre in the John

participated in clown segments, excelling in

Darebin Arts and Entertainment Centre

opportunity of a visit whenever a circus

McKellar musical Hail Gloria Fitzpatrick and

the leaps and the revolving ladder.

came to town.

the revue There will be an Interval of 15

and Frankston Arts Centre.
W

Williamson Opera Company. Margreta

vocalist in a string of Tivoli revues. In 1952

performed on all continents and was a

Margreta returned to Australia in 1976.
She appeared with the Australian Opera,

daughter was born.
Lloyd ran a transport business for some

He was a popular member of the circus

In 1960 Chook went to Europe to work,
so he was not with Wirths’ when it closed in

Penny made her Sydney début in 1967,

1963.
In his retirement he never missed the

Queensland Light Opera, Lyric Opera of

years, then he and his wife established

Queensland and the Victoria State Opera,

themselves as racehorse breeders. In 1978

W

Minutes. She went on to feature in innumerable

as Ko-Ko the stilt-walking clown. He appeared

and made frequent concert appearances. In

they set up Pine Ridge Stud at Humevale,

Melbourne-based TV productions, including

annually at the Moruya show, spruiked for

2002, aged 71, she made her last stage

breeding and racing horses. They bred Miss

Richard Pratt

Prisoner, Matlock Police, Homicide, Division 4

retail store promotions, and was regularly

appearance in Cavalleria Rusticana for Opera

Kournikova, which took out the Group 1 2001

and Riptide.

seen on stilts outside Lowe’s department store

Queensland, of which she was an honorary

Oakleigh Plate, and their horse It’s a Giggle

life member. A valued teacher at the

won the 1997 Bloodhorse Breeders Stakes.
W

Queensland Conservatorium, she continued
to lecture until the end of 2008.
Margreta’s love of singing never waned;
she could often be heard singing with friends
or when her voice drifted through the valley

Brian Naylor
21.1.1931–7.2.2009
Veteran television presenter Brian Naylor,

at her beloved property in Ammamoor, Qld. and his wife, Moiree, lost their lives in the
bushfires that destroyed their property in
W

Frank Gallacher
7.4.1943–23.2.2009

Kinglake West.
Although Naylor was best known as a
newsreader at Seven and Nine, he began his
long career as a radio announcer and host of

most respected actors.

Swallows Juniors, a children’s talent program

Gallacher grew up in Glasgow, trained as a
teacher, and came to Australia as a 19-yearold schoolteacher in 1963.
Amateur theatre in Brisbane led to roles
with the Queensland Theatre Company and,

on 3DB. In 1958 Naylor moved to HSV–7,
where Swallows Juniors was transformed into
Brian and the Juniors. It ran until 1969.
Naylor’s talent quests provided a start for
performers such as Debbie Byrne, Rod Kirkham,
Jane Scali, Peter Doyle, Patti McGrath (Patti

eventually, state companies around Australia,

Newton), Anne Watt, Vikki Broughton and

as well as Twelfth Night, Marion Street,

Jamie Redfern. In 1965 Naylor was a regular

Nimrod and Playbox.

on the daytime variety show Time for Terry.

In 1977 he married actress Belinda Davey.
Gallacher played in more than 30 MTC

Richard J. Pratt has died of prostate cancer.
Born Richard Przecicki in Gdánsk,
Poland, he emigrated with his parents in
1938, who changed their surname to Pratt.

In his tenure at Nine, Naylor hosted 10
editions of Carols by Candlelight. He was the

Melbourne, combining his studies with sales
work in the family business, Visy Board. He
with the Melbourne University Dramatic
Society, the Marlowe Society, Tin Alley
Players, and in university revues.
From 1956 Pratt worked with the Union
Theatre Repertory Company, and played
Johnnie Dowd in the overseas tour of
Summer of the Seventeenth Doll. In 1958 he
was in New Theatre’s revival of Reedy River.
In 1969, following the death of his
father, Pratt took over the family business,
but his interest in and support for the
performing arts continued through the Pratt
Foundation, established in 1978 by Richard
and his wife Jeanne. It is now one of the largest
private sources of philanthropy in Australia.

1988 Victorian Father of the Year and patron

Salesman, The Crucible, A View from the Bridge,

of several organisations, including the

organisations including the Arts Centre, the

The Talented Mr Ripley, Death and the Maiden,

Variety Club in Victoria.
W

Production Company and the Pratt Prize for

and Macbeth. He also directed for the company.
Gallacher had a formidable list of film
and TV credits—including Australia’s first
major TV mini-series, Against the Wind. His
last screen roles were in the 2007 Daniel
Radcliffe feature December Boys, and the yetto-be-released Tangle.
W

Lloyd Martin
1924–7.2.2009

‘Chook’ Phillips
d. 10.1.200
Australia’s greatest white face clown, David
‘Chook’ Phillips Davies, has died in Sydney.

Music Theatre. He was President of the Arts
Centre from 1993 to 2000.
A fuller coverage of Richard Pratt’s
theatrical career will be included in the next
edition of On Stage.

Penny Ramsey
1948–11.2.2009

David was a young lad when he joined
Wirths’ Circus in 1945. A superb funster, he

Australian actress Penny Ramsey has died

eventually led Wirths’ team of clowns and

of cancer.

Mary, died in their Humevale home during

to establish his authority. He had a fine

the recent Victorian bushfires. He was 85.

physique and revelled in his beautiful costumes.

interested in local government and served as

He worked tirelessly for a wide range of charities,

a Nillumbik Shire Councillor.

including the Starlight Children’s Foundation.
W

Penny was married to actor Rod Mullinar.
W

The daughter of actress Lois Ramsey,
Penny grew up in Adelaide, where she
began her career as a child performer. She
appeared in university and Little Theatre
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Dorothy Stevenson

John White
7.12.1913–9.5.2009
Melbourne collector, bibliophile and
historian John Vincent White has died at
the age of 86.
Although he spent his working life in
the commercial world, John devoted most
of his spare time to amassing an important
collection of Australiana. This was

Vivien St James

16.4.1916–7.1.200

purchased by Victoria University in 1988

14.5.1964–4.3.2009

Pioneering Borovansky star Dorothy Stevenson

and forms a significant part of its Library’s

has died in Britain at the age of 92.

Special Collections.

A brain tumour has ended the 20-career of
much-loved Melbourne drag artiste Vivien

Stevenson trained in Brisbane with Peggy

In the 1940s John was an enthusiastic

Chauncey and later in Britain with Chauncey’s

member of the National Theatre Opera

teacher, Anna Pruzina. She returned to Australia

Company chorus. After it disbanded he

Turrin, son of an Essendon timber merchant,

in 1938, dancing under the name of Katya

joined with other chorus members in a

made his performing debut as Isky Whisky

Assenkova with de Basil’s Covent Garden

touring vocal group. More recently he

Squirrel in a school pantomime.

Russian Ballet.

helped organise several reunions of

St James.
Vivien, who started life as Daryl Richard

He learned hairdressing while working

In the early 1940s Stevenson became a

National Theatre singers.

weekends at the timber yard, later managing

principal dancer with the Borovansky Ballet.

a Prahran shoe shop.

She was especially lauded for her roles in

Theatres Trust (now Theatre Heritage

Borovansky’s Fantasy on Grieg’s Concerto in A

Australia Inc.), John contributed several

St Kilda. He later joined Les Girls and

minor and in his Spanish-inspired L’Amour

articles to On Stage. He also subsidised the

became a regular in shows at St Kilda’s

Ridicule. Sea Legend, which she choreographed

publication of a 12-page booklet of his

Greyhound Hotel. For a decade he hosted the

to music by Esther Rofe, had its première at

Fantasy Ball (Australia’s biggest costume ball)

evocative memories of the Melbourne

the Comedy Theatre in November 1943.

and the annual Rainbow Awards, raising

Theatre Royal. This was published as a

The first professional all-Australian ballet, it

money for AIDS research and breast cancer.

supplement to our Winter 2002 issue.

remained in the repertoire for years.

Vivien’s drag career started at Pokey’s in

In 2004 his one-woman show She Male, was

Stevenson married in 1946 and moved

nominated for the Rainbow Awards’ Show

to England where she danced with London’s

of the Year. The following year he was voted

International Ballet, for whom she restaged

Drag Diva of the Year.

Sea Legend. She returned for the 1951

Vivien’s friend and fan Rhonda Burchmore,

Borovansky season, in which she danced

who modelled many of her stage outfits on

leading roles, including the full length Sleeping

Vivien’s costumes, contributed a surprise

Princess, and produced her own Chiaroscuro.

performance of ‘Diamonds Are A Girl’s Best
Friend’ at Vivien’s sequin-studded farewell

W

the amputation of both his legs.

Former Tivoli singer Lloyd Martin and his wife, using his ubiquitous rolled leather ‘donger’
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Pratt also supported a vast range of arts

He was in his 80s and had recently suffered

frequently acted as master of ceremonies,

in Sydney’s George Street in the 1970s and ’80s.

Commerce degree at the University of

productions, most notably Death of a

Glengarry Glen Ross, Frozen, Othello, King Lear

More recently Penny became keenly

In 1953 Pratt began a Bachelor of

also embarked on a stage career, appearing

A cardiac arrest has claimed one of Melbourne’s
A steelworker’s son, Francis Deveney

12.3.1934–28.4.2009
Prominent businessman and philanthropist

In his later years, Philip became ubiquitous

Before joining Greater Dandenong, Paul

at St Kilda’s Greyhound Hotel.
‘We borrowed pieces from each other’s
wardrobes,’ said Rhonda.
W

Philip St Leon
7.2.1921–19.1.2009
Veteran circus man Philip St Leon has
passed away at his home at Tuross Lakes,
Autumn 2009

In her later years, Stevenson became an
accomplished painter in oils.
W

Paul Streefkerk
1960–2.3.2009
Paul Streefkerk, a key member of the Greater

An early member of the Victoria

John was forced to curtail his
involvement when his eyesight began to fail, but
his support for our organisation continued.
John published two books, Alan Marshall
and the Victorian Writers’ League (Rams Skull
Press, 1987) and Burke and Wills: the Stockade
and the Tree (Victoria University/Footprint
Press, c.1992).

W

Phil Younger
7.5.1956–6.1.2009
Melbourne-based country music performer
Phil Younger has died of cancer.
Born into a British show business family

Dandenong arts fraternity, has died suddenly

(his grandparents were circus performers),

of an aneurism. He was 48.

Philip David Younger came to Australia in

Greater Dandenong Council’s cultural
facilities director since 2005, Paul oversaw

1981. On stage, his ‘engaging presence, with
a slow, warm bass baritone voiceº and

*
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transfixed audiences’, though he tended to
ruffle the feathers of what he saw as the

Distinguished British musician Tony
Osborne died in Sydney on 1 March. He

Australian Country Music establishment. His was musical director for many greats,
self-written 12-track album Concrete Jungle
including Judy Garland and Shirley Bassey,
Cowboy was released in 2003.

and recorded a number of important

In 2007 Phil performed on stage at the

‘studio cast’ show albums. After he toured

Victorian première of the Johnny Cash

Australia with veterans from the Glenn

biopic Walk the Line and played an outlaw in

Miller Orchestra, he decided to settle here,

the Melbourne-made movie One for the

starting a new career entertaining on cruise

Money.

ships and as pianist-in-residence at the

His only child, Sarah-Louise, is a music

Sydney Yacht Club.

theatre performer and dancer.
W

died in Bowral, NSW, in February. He

On Stage also notes the passing of Robin

worked for many years as a manager with

Hardiman, Ron Hughes, John Muir, Tony

Wirths’ Circus and travelled overseas

Adelaide-born Douglas ‘Scotty’ Scott
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Osborne, Douglas Scott and Erich Troyna. booking acts for them.
Melbourne actor and sculptor Robin
He is survived by his wife, Ursula
Hardiman died of cancer on 9 April. He

Contents

Kuhne, an acclaimed equestrienne.

was 60. After appearing in student productions

Eric Leopold Troyna (Trojna), who

at Melbourne University, Hardiman went on

died in Sydney on 5 May at the age of 82,

Melbourne’s forgotten movie studio1

to St Martin’s and the UTRC/MTC and

was one of the last surviving members of

W.S.Gilbert makes the music

7

guest roles on TV.

the Vienna Mozart Boys’ Choir which was

Her Majesty’s treasure

9

Welshman Ron Hughes, who died on

stranded in Australia during World War II.

4 December 2008, was the founder of the

Troyna spent his adult years in the Sydney

Peter Dawson Appreciation Society, which

Melbourne stage by stage

10

commercial world.

Gaiety returns to Zeehan

13

did much to perpetuate the memory of the

Compiled with thanks to Peter Burgis,

Creating a scene in the loo

14

great Australian baritone. Ron was 82.

Philippa Dalco, Paul Dellit, Geoff Greaves

All the world’s a stage

14

Pantomimes on air

18

QPAC is now state-of-the-art

20

John Muir died in London on 17 March.

(Circus Fans of Australasia), Claire Harris

Originally from New Zealand, he co-authored

(Live Performance Australia), Alan Mayberry,

the authoritative 1997 reference book

MCV, Mervyn Nairn, Kylie Edwards

Musicals, and the revised, expanded edition,

(Playbill Pty Ltd), Lauris Elms AM, Monica

Back on the street where they lived22

Guide to Musicals, published in 2001. Muir was

Maughan, Helen Noonan, Geoff Orr,

also co-curator of the vast ‘Overtures’ collection

In the limelight

t23

Lorna Osborne, Peter Pinne, Brian Sutton,

of theatrical memorabilia. He was 71.

Adrian Turley.

Winging it

25
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